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Bulldogs Open Home
Season Tomorrow Nile
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Tomorrow (Friday) night the Fulton High Bulldogs Volume Twenty-Eight
play their first game of the season on home grounds, and
a big crowd of win-happy rooters is expected to be on
hand to see Coach Charlie Thomas' squad try to add to
the amazing record it is currently sporting.
In beating powerful Russellville last week, the Bulldogs
made it win number 22 out of
the last 28 games, leading Kentucky sports-writer to label the
'Dogs current reign as "the golden era of football" for Fulton.
Tomorrow night's game, against Sharon, will begin at
7:45.
Last year the Sharon Eagles
fought through to the end of a
very suuccessful season, and,
despite losing their opener to
Martin last week, they will be
out to start oft another long
winning streak-at the expense
of the Bulldogs. Sharon being

the only team to meet Martin
so far, the game tomorrow night
should give the odds makers a
wealth of material to use in
calculating the Bulldogs' chances
when they grapple with Martin
In their next game.
Possible starters for the Fulton team are Ronny Winston,
Joe Bennett, Hal Warren, Bill
Burnette, Duncan Bushart, Mike
Calliham, Jerry House, Tommy
Fields, -Tommy Bowden, Roy
Morrow, Jimmy Green, Mike
Walker, Jim
Bushart, Philip
Andrews, Lynn Newton, Tommy
Allen, Jimmy Cheatham, Charles Rice, and Merrell Davis.
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Council Defers Alert Police
Catch Thieves
Settlement Of
Construction Job In The Act

Number Thirty-six

Snitching, Not Sfitching Pattern Solves
Daring Robbery of P. H. Weaks Store

Two brothers from Dyersburg
A burglar with a taste for expensive patterns in cloth- robbery. Cavitt is from near May—Robert D. Knarr, 20, and
field.
James Richard Knarr, 25, were ing and a police chief who studies crime patterns has
McCovern and Cavitt related to
arrested by Fulton Police off- solved the robbery of the P. H. Weeks and Sons depart- the local police that they arrived
icers Bethel and Martin in the
in Fulton early in the afternoon
ment store.
Batts' Gulf Service Station on
of the robbery, "cased" the Weaks
Fred Lewis McCovern, 22, colored of Paducah, who Store and decided on the break-in
Kentucky Avenue about three
o'clock Monday morning.
complained to local police that he wears out a pair of that night. They entered the store
Questioning revealed that the
by gaining entrance via a second
pair had stolen a 1951 Chevrolet shoes a week, is under $2500 bond awaiting action of the story window, descending to the
in Dyersburg and driven to Ful- grand jury for burglary in connection with the Weaks window from the roof. They said
stayed in the store about an
ton, breaking into a so-far- un- Store. Fulton
Police Chief Roy Nethery, who sent out an they
establishbusiness
identified
hour and a half; McCovern doing
ment, probably in Union City, "all points bulletin" on McCovern, believes that crimi- most of the selecting while Cavitt
on the way. Their loot amounted nals follow a pattern and that's not good, as McCovern was on the look-out for the police,
who patrolled the area several
to approximately $93.00.
times while they were in the store.
The FBI has entered the case, will tell you.
that of the Weaks robbery and
Leaving the scene of the crime
because the stolen car was
The story goes like this:
notified police officers in the area in McCovem's Oldsmobile condriven across a state line, a ferChief Nethery, who carefully to be on the look-out for McCovern vertible, hidden in the alley, they
_jottings
eral offense.
studies the wanted circulars sent for questioning in the local rob- left for Paducah where they dia.
front
out by other police departments bery.
posed of the loot, some of which
The South Fulton High Red
REVIVAL STARTS SUNDAY
noticed that one Fred Lewis Mcwas in the possession of Martin
Devils will tackle the Greenfield
figWhen
recently
McCovern
Revival at the Palestine Meth- Covern, participated in the robAlbritton of Paducah. Local police
football squad tomorrow night
an
in
beured
accident
automobile
odist Church begins Sunday bery of Rosenfield's department
on the enemy's home ground.
tween Wickliffe and- Cairo he have leads on other persons who
night September 13, at 7:30. Bro. store in Paducah. He learned that
The Greenfield team, so-far unhimself to the officers received some of the stolen propidentified
Dave Hillard will be speaker. McCovern went into the Rosenbeaten in games against Gleason
who notified Chief Nethery that erty.
Everyone is invited to attend.
field store, took expensive cloth- they had McCovern in custody.
Both McCovern and Cavitt have
(27-0) and Martin (35-20), proprison records. Cavitt is also under
ing (choosy, too) packed them in
mises to give South Fulton,
Chief Nethery and Highway $2500 bond while Albritton is besuitcases and then departed with
which won its season opener
Patrolman Gene Smith brought ing held on a $1500 bond on a
last week, • first-rate run for
his loot.
McCovern to Fulton where the charge of being an accessory and a
its' money.
Nethery compared the pattern suspect confessed and implicated $2500 bond on the charge of reThe
able
Red
and
Devils'
proI don't suppose it's any secret to mising new coach, Ronnie Philof the Rosenfield robbery with Herman Cavitt, also colored, in the ceiving stolen property.
you by now that I have the great- lips, commented, "The GreenTuesday the students of Fulton
est antipathy for people who try field team is about the same
High School launched their annual
to get their opinions across by way size as ours, and has about the
magazine drive, upon the results
of the anonymous letter, the earn' speed. It should be a
of which will rest the selection of
whispering campaign or the unthe 1950 Homecoming Queen.
pretty close game. The victory
signed circular. Goodness knows should
The drive, sponsored annually
on
the
how
depend
well
Following arrest by South FulI've had my share of them, yet my
by the Curtis Publishing Company,
two teems are playing that parof
The Fulton City Council has Glasgow and other clients that
the
for
sadness
is
only reaction
classes of ton Police, Lee Ward, colored,
four
all
by
conducted
is
ticular night."
Davis Mill Road in South Fulton, set Tuesday September 22 as the firm is presently serving.
person writing the letter for I
competing
each
school,
high
the
According to Coach Phillips,
has confessed to breaking into the the date on which it will meet
If the Council agrees to a concannot see how they can walk
for top honors. There are also
the most outstanding players on
around without a spine, and sleepsalesmen. Dixie Mobile Milling Company with the Fulton Electric Power tract with the firm, and to its
best
four
the
for
prizes
far
Jimso
are
line
the
Devils'
evening,
a
of
Friday
o'clock
about six
Board and representatives
cost, the Electric Power Board
ing must be uncomfortable, too.
The...football team has selected a
my Lowe and John Schwerdt,
to seventy dollari nationally - known engineering wiil then file notice with KU
Telephone candidate for Homecoming Queen Sept. 4. Sixty
Bell
Southern
The
the
backfield, Donald
in cash were stolen from the firm, firm to discuss an appraisal and of its intent to acquire the local
An anonymous letter to an in- and in
Company announced plans for an from each of the four classes —
dividual hurts only one person and Parchman, and Aaron Hawks. "Open }loose" at the new dial -Jean Burnette (senior), Chan Cov- but a supply of uncashed checks "feasibility survey" of the KU system and ask that KU name
properties in Fulton which the its own appraiser to work in conthat's the person doing the writ- All four of these boys, not to Telephone Building at Water Val- ington (junior), Linda Whitnel was not molested.
In his confession, Ward said he Power Board plans to seek soon. junction with the Stanley Corning, for he (or she) have no creed. mention the rest of the squad, ley, Kentucky. The event will take (sophomore), and Ann Bowers
Clyde Williams, Jr., President pans which will serve as apno courage, no faith in themselves, can be counted on to put up a place on Friday evening, Septem- (freshman). The class selling the gained entrance to the building
and they are only aiding and abet- good fight tomorrow night to ber 11, between the hours of and most subscriptions will see its through the back door. The South of the local Electric Power praisal representative for the
Lhelp their infant winning streak
how- Board, told the City Council City of Fulton. Assuming that
ting their own cowardice.
candidate crowned queen at the Fulton Police Department,
8 P.M.
of
grow.
the Monday night that in the next the two appraisers will not arskeptical
is
ever,
somewhat
18.
Plans for tht evening will in- homecoming game September
The starting South Fulton
However, there's a current bit of
Both new and renewal subscrip- story, and has advanced the theory few weeks the Board would rive at the same figurue, (they
clude a tour of the building, showanonymity going the rounds these players in the upcoming clash ing how calls are connected and tions are being sold by the stu- that the thief hid inside the build- need to have an appraisal, fol- seldom do),• a third appraises
days that can hurt a lot of peo- are Sam Miller, Billy Draughn, other items of equipment in oper- dents, and any other deals pro- ing about closing time, thus allow- lowed by a feasibility report of must then be appointed by the
ple, but mostly the good reputs- Don Dolton, John Schwerdt, ation. Wang liggiejewas cauverted moted by the individual publishers ing himself to be locked in. He has the, system made by a compet- Ciervernor, the steps retraced, a
the twin Weise. The subject Mike Jeffries, .Timsny Lowe, to dial operation last June 24.
Isit
will be honored, making this the been bound over to the Grand ent engineering firm, and that figure weed on, the feasibility
Jury in Union City on a charge of the Board had selected the report submitted, and the whole
of the scurrilous literature will be John Hughes, Richari label.
Refreshments will be served and most inexpensive possible way of
judged in the courts, yet the Donald Parchman, Mike Reed. everyone is invited to attend, Mr. obtaining your favorite magazine. breaking ared entering, and will be Stanley Engineering Company question put to a vote If the
tried within the next month.
reputation of the twin cities will and Aaron Hawks.
of Muscatine, Iowa—the Com- citizens of Fulton on the NovWiley, local manager, said.
be judged detrimentally if this
pany that is handling similar ember '60 ballot.
low-liting, nefarious, devious promatters for Glasgow and other
Sister
Of
Judge
Perm
These steps, and a time- table
ject takes hold, which surely it
Western Kentucky properties—
Dies In Illinois City
won't
as the best for the job' following under which they may proceed,
The Fulton High bulldogs and
recommendations from are covered by Kentucky law.
Miss Anna Perce, sister of high
We are appealing to the spiri- the South Fulton High Red DeCity Judge H. H. Perce, died
tual and moral senses of the per- vils both crowned their first
Monday evening in Springfield,
The Fulton Jaycees are sponsorsons or person responsible for the games of the 1959 season with
Nancy Adams, with a group Illinois. Miss Perce, who died
ing a horse show presented by the
anonymous literature being cir- victory last Friday night.
The visiting Bulldogs met tough Henry County Saddle Club at the of other outstanding musicians after a long illness, at one time
culated. Stop it. Fulton and South
highly-rated Russellville for Fulton Ball Park Saturday, Sep- will participate in the giant lived in Fulton with her broand
enviable
an
gained
have
Fulton
telethon to be sponsored in Pa- ther.
opener. After a scmeless tember 12, at 8:00 P. M.
their
industrial
reputation in national
Max McDade downed Pat NanServices will be held in SpringThe Rev. E. Samuel Hicks of
Among the activities scheduled ucah on Saturday night by the
circles and we will continue to fiat quarter, !he outstanding clney Sunday afternoon to win
Club.
Lion's
Carbondale,
burial
in
with
Paducah
field,
Fulton, Route 1, died at the Mcbending,
racing,
pole
barrel
are
reap the benefits with more' in- ines of full...elk Philip Andrews
Champion
Golf
City
of
crown
the
Appearing with Nancy will be Illinois.
Alister Rest Home Friday afterdustry if that good reputation re- and .3uarti.eliaes Joe Bennett put sack racing, flag racing, drill team,
for the third time. He played noon at 2:30, after a lengthy Wfuton ahead 13-6 et halftime. relay racing ,pick up racing, bal- Johnny Arnn on the piano, Bob
mains status quo.
36-hole
grueling
the tense and
ness. He was 82.
A second Rossellvile t3uchdown loon racing, and many other out- Singletary on the bass, Chuck
Vet's Representative
match with Nanney breathing
Mr. Hicks was born in Hickman
Nearly everybody knows what in the third quarter put thc Pull- standing events, including a walk- Simons on the drums and Paul
down his neck the whole way. County, July 11, 1877, son of the
Here Next Week
I'm talking about. Because nearly ooi s' lead in jeopardy until ing horse event with local com- Shehan on the trumpet.
is
Champion
City
The new
late Alexander M. Hicks and Lucy
The musical group will join
everybody has seen some of the Jerry House inAe the final score petition.
B. D. Nisbet, contact repre- the son of Mr. and Mrs. Max- Parrott Winstead Hicks. He was a
Admission for adults will be several nationally famous motliterature. It will influence nobody. of the game tc insure tie*. conKentucky Dis- well McDade, 401 Third Street, retired Cumberland Presbyterian
in $1.00, with student tickets priced ion pictures and television stars sentative of the
It will hurt everybody if it be- enuance of Fulton's glowing
abled Ex-Service Men's Board and has been playing in local minister and had sered as pastor
in raising money for charity.
at 95 cents.
Costnnied On Paps Flee
comes an issue that we newswill be in Fulton Friday Sept- tournament golf for several years. of most of the C. P. Churches in
papers, of necessity, must publish.
ember 18th.
Western Kentucky and Western
only
not
But the issue will be one
He will be at the American
Tennessee. He was ordained as a
CLOSED
HIGH
FULGHAM
the
for the local press, but for
Legion Hall from 9:00 a. m. to
minister in 1916 and was a memFor the first time in 46 years
national press, and if that hapber of the Mt. Zion Cumberland
p. m.
3:00
the school doors at Fulgham
pens, a lot of people will suffer
Presbyterian Church of which he
opened last week with no high
who have put a lot of work, and
had been pastor at two different
ELECTED PRESIDENT
echool students in attendance.
love into the twin cities to make
times.
area
the
in
today.
students
are
school
High
they
Farm,
Fancy
what
them
J. Albert Cash,
Rev. Hicks was a member of the
has been elected President of are now attending the new Masonic Lodge and his family was
merely
breeds
Clinton.
prohibition
rethat
persons
at
school
If the person or
amonga.the first settlers of the
W. M. Blackstone, Alcoholic Beverage Administrator bootleggers and hardly diminishes the Graves County Farm Bureau. County High
sponsible for the literature suffer
Jackson Purchase in the early
a
for
application
an
down
alturned
the sale of alcoholic products;
from mental disturbances, consult for the City of Fulton,
your pastor or your doctor. But liquor license in Highlands in his report to the Fulton so that the industry in Fulton pays
He leaves two daughters, Mrs.
please, don't take a chance of giv$7,000 a year in taxes, emA. H. Morgan of Paducah and Mrs.
and the matter, as far as the around
ing our good towns a bad name City Council Monday night
ploys 49 people and the out-ofJohn E. Kirksey of Paducah; a son,
because your heart and mind is City is concerned, was thus closed.
town trade it brings to Fulton
James Hicks of Memphis; a brotroubled.
benefits all merchants. He cited a
ther, Hugh Hicks of Clinton; a
Blackstone's action did not need concurrence by the similar
case in Bowling Green,
sister, Mrs. 0. L. Bushart of FulOfficials of the Weakley County setup at South Fulton."
And what's more I'll surely get Council since it was negative, and will be forwarded to Kentucky, wherein an applicant
offering to pay the "amount ton; 13 grandchildren, Mrs. BerIn
have
System
Electric
Municipal
an anonymous letter because I Frankfort with "no action" indicated by the Council. for a liquor license too near the
offered to resume negotiations equal to the cost of additions," nard Bostick of Brea, Calif., Mrs.
wrote this. Save the postage. Save
the Council College brought about a wave of with Kentucky Utilities leading to several qualifications were made Harold Roes of Benton, Ky., Dr.
the paper. It will go straight to Had Blackstone recommended the license,
resentmnt against the whole inof KU's facilities in by WCMES. The company stipu- John David Kirksey of Harbor
the waste basket after I read the would then have taken up the matter for discussion, dustry resulting in voting liquor purchase
South Fulton. The offer, with a lated that such costs must be "in City, Calif., Mrs. H. L. Holt of
first line.
adding its own recommendation for either granting the out of the County.
definite price mentioned, was line with that of other utilities for Alexander, Va., Miss Wanda Sue
made in a letter mailed to R. M. the same type of additions." It was Hicks of Memphis, Mrs. George
Smokethe
of
application
The
just
doing
Day
Labor
I observed
license or denying it.
Watt, chairman of the board of also stipulated that KV "will agree Runge III of Paducah, Mrs. John
with
recommendatogether
house,
of
end
the
that on Monday. At
for tion for its denial, will be for- Kentucky
application
the
down
turning
emphatically
In
Utilities. It followed re- to serve us through an inter- Esselstyn of Paducah, Miss Nancy
the day I was so pooped I felt
and Presiden- change agreement with TVA, with Morgan of Paducah, Miss Ellen
Congressional
from
(Doc)
Adams
C.
L.
cent
by
held
in
Board
ABC
warded to the
like I had been run over by a trac- transferring of a license
the TVA self- the use of your step-down trans- Morgan of Paducah, Miss Donna
tor. Fact is I might have been, for a location on downtown Lake Street to a hotly-contested Frankfort, which has the last word tial approval of
Morgan
in the matter. The News has been financing bill, which among its formers and associated 4160 volt Morgan of Paducah, Lewis
all I know. While Paul and the
growing residential suburb, Black- informed, however, that the ABC provisions provided for inclusion facilities for a period not to exceed of Paducah, Carla Hicks of Memchildren engaged in one endeavor location adjacent to a
Hicks of MemBoard respects the wishes of a of South Fulton as a user of TVA three years and a load not to ex- phis and Annice
or another I spent the day on the stone pointed out the following facts:
ceed that as of the transfer date phis; 10 great-grandchildren and
power.
and
in
matters,
these
community
we
which
home,
new
our
of
lawn
In the letter. WCMES offered to by more than a small kw demand, several nieces and nephews and a
This makes he third time he has residents and property owners in denial is expected to be upheld.
hope to occupy sometime in Noaround
the Kentucky Utilities Com- which might be necessary before host of friends.
by
another
and
"pay
Highlands
for
application
the
down
mowed
turned
vember. I trimmed hedge,
A delegation of 15 residents pany $150,000 for the property, as we could begin picking up part
Services were held Saturday at
Baptist
the
of
members
100
Highin
store
the
the lawn, carted away bricks and relocation of
from the Highlands was present inventoried prior to Mr. Duncan's of the load with our existing 2 p. m. at the Mt. Zion C. P.
Highlands
the
Although
Church.
stones, even tried to build a drive- lands;
at the meeting and S. J. Basham,
The Rev. L•E McCoy of
- - Although he had talked to property is zoned commercial, one of the group, requested that visit to Martin, and an amount lines." in respect to the second Church.
way.
variequal to the cost of additions since stipulation. WCMES stated that "if Hubbard, Texas officiated. Burial
the Zoning Commission and found Blackstone pointed out that
the Council record the presence of
less depreciation." In your Company will agree to sell us was in Mt. Zion Cemetery, under
I didn't feel the strain of my that the area under fire was zoned ous cities, such as Memphis, have the group in the minutes of the that time,
offer, your existing 66 KV line from direction of Hornbeak Funeral
the
upon
commenting
the
against
streets
certain
zoned
job
his
considered
he
commercial,
But
it.
doing
was
I
as
long
as
work
meeting. The Mayor agreed.
sup- TVA's substation near Martin to Home of Fulton.
WCMES
Ceockett,
Brooks
liquor
stores
of
theron
peolocation
the
hardinclude
"protecting
also
to
could
I
stopped
the minute I
KU South Fulton, for $1.00, then we
"We
offered
said,
erintendent,
then
Basham
the
other
asked
commerical
thgt
though
even
protecting
and
Highlands"
get
in
to
ple
ly turn the key in the car
RETURNS HOME
delegation be polled as to its a fair and equitable price for their would install 13,22/4180 volt
home. But I could see the results the general business of Fulton, and firms not be restricted.
and Mrs. Nick Nichols
Mr.
transformers
with
associated
price
The
facilities.
Fulton
South
sayor
by
for
report
individually
his
sentiments
concluded
"tryHe
of my handiwork, with the help that the firm in question was
ing that he would "hate to see a against the liquor license in the was arrived at after a survey of equipment to meet our require- and daughter, Teresa, have reof hard-working Gene Hart, and ing to make a wrong move."
turned to their home in LansBlackstone also pointed out that vote on the matter that might be area. The resulting count showed the facilities by our engineers and ments."
since he has done so much yard
Kentucky Utilities holds its re- ing, Mich., after visiting Mr.
work for the late litrn J. J. Owens, he had received nee petitions pro- brought about if the store were to all 15 opposed, and no one present by a group of consulting engineers
COIltfnuegt on Pepe It
and Mrs. Pete Green, in Fulton.
quite familiar with lb*
who are
testing the move; Ons signed by 67 move to Highlands", pointing out in favor of the action.
Confessed On Pepe hoe
•-•
.
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.
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"
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Red Devils Go
To Greenfield

JO'S

Note Book

Despite the fact that the Fulton City Council has received a
communication from the FerryMorse Seed Company suggesting
that the Forcum-Lannom Construction Company be assessed
liquidated damages of only $1
for failing to complete the giant
local plant within the time agreed, the Council decided to
take the matter of final settlement "under advisement" for
the present.
building,
million-dollar
The
built last year on a "crash" program which called for completion of the first section in 90
days and sections 2 and 3 in
six months, suffered various delays and caused substantial vexation by all parties when the allotted time ran out and the
building still had not been
completed.
The Council agreed that some
was occasioned
initial.- delay
when the bond money was slow
in being deposited, but maintains that the contractor May
not be entiUed to all of the other
claims for time that he has presented in defense of his exceeding theh alloted time limit.
The building was built and is
owned by the City o Fulton for
Ferry-Morse under an arrangement whereby annual rentals
will retire the bonds in a stipulated number of years.

FHS Begins
Magazine Drive

Negro Confesses
Local Robbery

Plant Board About Ready To Begin
Negotiations; To Meet With Council

Water Valley System
Having "Open House"

'Dogs,Devils Win

Jaycee Horse Show
Saturday at 8 p. m.

Nancy Adams And
Musical Group On
Paducah Telethon

Max McDade Wins
City Golf Crown

City Beverage Administrator Denies
License For Highlands;GivesReasons

WSCS Announces Two Seminars
At Paris Friday and Sunday

15

•

Rev. Hicks Dies
Here Thursday

A Forest Fire Destroys For Generations
FOREST FIRE. Danger! Forest fire
time is near! Dry leaves, grass and
undergrowth, an influx of hunters
and campers, coupled with dry weather that often occurs at this season,
make Autumn the most perilous time
of the year for forest fires. Every year
losses resulting from forest fires in
Kentucky run into millions of dollars.
In 1952 the loss reached the staggering total of twelve million dollars.
Almost ninety percent of the state's
forest fires are the result of carelessness or deliberate setttng. According
to records kept since 1952 by the Kentucky Division of Forestry, about 32
percent of the forest fires are started
by careless smokers; 24 percent by
debris burners; a n d 12 percent by
campers. Deliberate incendiarism
caused 20 percent of the fires while
lightehing, railroads, lumbering, and

the like, started only 10 percent.
Few people realize the long,lasting
damages caused by forest fires. They
see for only a few months the dead
underbrush and charred bark that nature quickly covers up with n e w
growth and leaves. But the damage
may continue to show up generations
later when trees are lost because of
inferior rots and saw logs are downgraded because of fire scars. Fires also
destroy much wild life and facilitate
erosion by burning protective ground
cover. The total damage is inestimable.
Education and law enforcement
are the keys to effective forest-fire
prevention — education of the public
on causes, costs and consequences of
fires, and law enforcement through
the more rigorous prosecution of
those who deliberately or carelessly
start such fires.

Public Opinion: a Force Being Discovered
In the past two or three years we
have been constantly entertained by
the de-sophistication of numerous
"big" enterprises, who had been conducting business on grandiose levels
for so long that they had almost forgotten how to put their ear to the
ground and find out what the public
is thinking, and wanting.
World War II spawned such sophistication. For the past 19 yers or so
many manufacturers and other enterprises conducted their business thinking from the depths of comfortable
leather-trimmed armchairs, breeding
a whole generation of young executives who knew no other way.
Detroit, for instance, can produce
anw kind of a vehicle with wheels
that it wants. It can put a lawn-mower motor on a 4-wheel frame and sell
it if it has to, but for years now it has
been able to sell almost anything it
chose to produce. With the price of
cars going up and up, foreign cars
have invaded the domestic market
simply because Detroit chose to do its
thinking in plush offices instead of
over small-town desks where its volume sales are made.
And now, wonder of wonders, a Detroit manufacturer in awed tones announces a "significant breakthrough"
in automotive design — a new Dertoit-manufactured car that compares
in performance with European cars.
Knowing that Detroit can out-produce any European auto firm in busi-

ness and always has been able to,
either in quality, quantity, size or
price, we wonder how absurdly dramatic the coming barrage of publicity
may get. The American public isn't
stupid.
Concern over public opinion, gained from honest down-to-earth polls of
ordinary people in all walks of life,
has been also growing in other and
varied fields. Perhaps this indicates a
trend to commonsense action in the
future in politics, manufacturing and
other services, when the voice of the
people is heeded.
The public of Kentucky, whether
they knew it or not, was "sampled"
quite regularly during the past primary campaign to see how they were
reacting to various aspects of t h e
campaign; and this poll of opinion
played an important part in determining strategy.
A large Federal agency recently
conducted a quiet poll on its operations and acceptance, found itself
badly wanting, and has begun a
headsup effort to tell the public what
the public doesn't know about it, and
needs to know.
Who knows? If those who seek to
serve the people of this great nation
decide en masse to come out in the
provinces and get some honest public
sentiment about themselves, we may
be in for a new era of enlightenment.
Not only about manufacturing, but also politics, legislation, defense, federal spending and the like.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

WHY WORK?
By Richard Cardinal Cushing.
Archbishop of Bostoil
WORK is not popular with our generation. The shorter working week,
shorter working day, shorter working
hours are cry of the times. As a matter of fact, there is a tremendous
amount of work done just to avoid
work. Labor-saving devices are a symbol of the times.
CHRISTIAN philosophy, as devout
men live it out, has a totally different idea of work. First of all, it accepts
work as a duty. The chronic loafer is
not merely a nuisance; by Christian
values, he is downright immoral.
Christian philosophy welcomes
work as a joy. People who work, who
work hard and all the time, may have
their occasional aches of head or pains
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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in the back. But they avoid the one
disease which is fatal to happiness:
boredom due to idleness.
TO EACH a different task is given;
to one is given labor with his hands, to
another the toil of the intellect. But
for each and all, his work is the chief
means to his salvation. The more
work a man is given to do, the more
work he takes in himself, the more
merit he is in position to garner before God; the more he is qualified to
share in the expiation and reparatien
by which Jesus worked our salvation.
We should not fall victim to the distinctions between types of workers.
"White collar" workers are of no less
toilers in behalf of the common good
than are those who work with their
hands. Dock hands, machinists and
"laborers" are no less bound up with
the work of the world and the highest
interests of the nation than bankers
and diplomats.
THE HANDS of Jesus reflected all
kinds of work. He had the hands of a
manual worker so long as He was in
the carpenter shop. When He took up
His work of preaching in the years of
His public life His hands grew white,
and white they remained until they
were reddened, as all consecrated
hands must sooner or late?' be, with
the blood of Calvary. Every worker's
hands can have a part in the redemptive mission which we share with
Jesus.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeetten

.4111

"You the baloney on rye?"

3;;11 FROM THE FILES--

Turning Back The Clock-September 11, 1939
A number of Fulton students
have already left for their respective schools, and many more will
go in the next few weeks.
The Fall Advisory Council of
the Fulton County Homemakers
Association met at the Cayce high
school building Tuesday afternoon
with the president, Mrs. Erie Dublin presiding.
Bobby Matthews, local middleweight, will fight Charlence "4-H"
Posey of Philadelphia. Miss., at the
Style Mart club in Mayfield
Thursday night, September 21.
Approximately 150 Fulton county homemakers and their friends
will attend an all day demonstra-

tion kitchen tour on Monday, September 13.
Indications point to an excelleAt
year for the Obion county schools,
according to Supt. Milton Hamilton.
Burglars entered the home of
Ira Dixon, 103 Fourth Street,
Tuesday night and took a pocketbook ard watch belonging to Mr.
Clad Gore of Michigan, who was
rooming at the Dixon home.
Parker McClure was elected
chief of Police in South Fulton at
the regular meeting of the South
Fulton City Council held last Friday night. Mr. McClure succeeds
L. W. Cunningham, who resigned
about two weeks ago.

around town with

Ouida Jewell
I am writing my column on
Friday, Sept. 4. Early Saturday
morning my parents and I leave
on a two-week's vacation. By the
time you read The News this week,
we plan to be in Mexico City.
From there we go to Acapulco,
we will meet my sister's friend,
Lila Pavia, at the Pan-American
Hotel.
Lila formerly worked with Sue
at National Broadcasting Company„ but is now with a Chicago
advertising agency. She has vacated in Acapulco before and will
be able to show us the sights.
Incidentally. Lila resembles
Mary Lee Beadles Truitt, Sue's
school buddy at Fulton High.

the telephone committee; Mrs.
Hester Rucker, reservations chairman: Mrs. Martha Phelps. hostess
at dinner-meetings: and Miss Gertrude Murphey, cashier for meetings.

A waitress-friend of mine is
the craziest thing For instance, a
tourist recently stopped by the
restaurant where she works and
asked if Fulton was wet or dry.
This friend of mine went in to details telling about how much rain
we had had, etc. It turned out the
man wasn't at all interested in the
weather here, but was mightly
thirsty for a drink!

Back some time ago I was looking through a magazine and discovered a picture of a house just
like ours. Reading the cutlines I
learned that it was the home of
former President Harry Truman.
The houses were built just alike,
with th exception of one small detail. As I can remember that was a
small fence around the house.

Charles R. Sarson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Millard R. Sarson of Washington, N. J., is among the 730
freshmen who have been accepted
for admission to Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa., this Fall.
Charles will enter the college of
engineering. He is a graduate of
Washington High School where he
was a class officer, was active in
dramatics and the science club,
and was a wrestling letterman. For
three years he was photographer
for the High School yearbook.
The class of 1963, selected from
2,956 applicants, will come from 25
states, the District of Columbia,
Cuba, Italy, Korea, Columbia and
Venezuela South America.
Charles visited in Fulton many
times during the lifetime of his
maternal grandparents, the late
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Goldsby.
Mrs. D. H. Baker, Seattle, Washington will be arriving in Fulton
October 6 to visit her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Hales. Mrs. Baker
is the former Hilda Hales of Fulton.
Mrs. Baker, whose husband is a
retired Army Colonel, has lived on
the West Coast for the past six
years. She has lived for extended
periods in Japan, Germany, France
and other foreign cohntries.
Mrs. Nelle Lowe, president of
the BeePW Club has named the
following committee chairmen:
Mrs. Lila Hastings, chairman of

and doing tne tipping, mother
called a halt.
She said, "I'll do the paying
from now on. You're spending
more in tips, than we're spending
otherwise."
Shortly after that we got a cab,
which took us just around the
corner to Radio City Music Hall.
We had only enough change to pay
the driver, with a nickle left over.
Our other money was in large
bills, so as I handed the driver the
fare, "I said, 'Keep the change.'"
Did he become furious! (He hadn't
done anything for a tip, anyway.)
I still tip, but I'm certainly not
as extratagant as I used to be.
And the more I think and hear
about tipping, the more I'm beginning to agree with a great number of people.
I firmly believe that restaurant
owners, hotel managers, cab companies, etc., should pay their help
a large enough salary so that tips
are not expected.
My boss pays me a salary for
my work and I expect no tips from
anyone. That applies to the majority of people, who work for a
living.
If a waitress, waiter, bell hop,
cab driver, etc. does some extra
service for you, for which you are

not paying, then he, or she, should
receive a tip, if it is offered graciously.
Other wise, it is my opinion that
the employer should pay his employees large enough salaries so
that tipping is not expected of the
customer, who pays — sometimes
dearly — for his meal or whatever
service he gets.
In many restaurants the waitresses and waiters make as good a
wosalary as the average working
man and man in town, and in some
cases more. If they are good at
their duties and work in a popular
restaurant, their income each week
is far above that of the working
person.
Tipping will continue to the end
of time, and I will be right in there
contributing my share, when I can
afford it — but I, like many, many
others, think we could get along
just fine without it. (The airlines
forbid it.)
Now, you all will think I'm
stingy. I'm not, but you would be
surprised at the people who are.
C1LEMENTS VISITS
David Clements, who teaches
history and typing at Georgia
Christian, at Valdosta. Ga., was
visiting relatives here recently.
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Harry McKinney, Jr. of South
Fulton placed first in the heavy
Hereford division of the Junior
Livestock Show at the Obion
County Fair at Union City last
Wednesday. Bobby McKinney of
South Fulton was second and the
third place ribbon went to Larry
Isbell of Woodland Mills.
Jerry Thomas of South Fulton
placed second in the lightweight
Angus Class.
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Mrs. Howard Kleine of Westville, Ind., the former Susie Andrews, daughter of Mrs. Florence
Stephenson of Pryorsburg, as received word that one of her original songs has been published. The
song is entitled "Tell Me, My Darling." Nordyke Music Publications
of Hollywood are the publishers.
Ever so often I read an article
on "tipping," and more and more
of them are against it. It seems
that the public is sorta getting fed
up with having to tip everyone
and his dog.
The first time I ever gave tipping a thought was back in high
school when we made our juniorsenior trip to New Orleans, and
the teachers wer telling us who
and how much to tip. (Since then,
the expected tip has gone from
ten percnt to at least twenty percent.)
Later, when I went to Washington, D. C. to work, I always overtipped, in my efforts to tip enough.
The waitresses or waiters where I
ate always were eager to serve me.
An amusing instance I remember
concerning tipping was when my
mother and sister came up to see
me and wen went to New York for
a few days. I had been told by the
folks at the office that if you
didn't tip enough in New York
(they expected more there than in
Washington), the waiters and cab
drivers might insult you.
After we had been in New York
awhile, with me paying the checks
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Offer Good For Limited Time Oily

Per each 240-Volt electric range or dryer 1*.
stalled in the home of a KU customer between
September 1 and December 15, 1959, the Corn.
pony will pay the customer $35 if he changes
from 2-wire to 3-wire, 100-ampere service. or $15
If he installs a n‘w range or dryer circuit.
Se* Your Dealer Or KU Manager
For Complete Details
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Marriage In Nashville Of Interest

1

In Western Tennessee And Kentucky
Of interest in Western Tennessee of lemon yellow silk organza deand Kentucky is the announcement signed with deep portrait neckof the marriage of Sammy Lou line, short sleeves and gathered
Marshall of Dresden, Tennessee skirt. Her accessories matched her
and Larry Glasgow of Fayetteville, dress and she carried Talisman
Tennessee which was solemnized roses in a small band bouquet.
on Sunday, August the second,
Walter Turner attended the
nineteen hundred and fifty-nine at groom as best man.
two o'clock in the afternoon in
Following the ceremony the
the minister's study of the Meri- couple left for an extended wedddian Street Methodist Church in ing trip to the Smokie Mountains
Nashville, Tennessee. The Rever- after which they will make their
end Elbert E. Walker officiated home at 302 Fourth Avenue, Fayusing a double-ring service. The etteville, Tennessee. For travelbride is the daughter of Mrs. ing Mrs. Glasgow wore a red silk
Robert Lenzen of Detroit and the shantung sheath dress with a short
late Sam Pentecost. The groom is boxy jacket. She wore a black velthe son of Mrs. Lennie Glasgow vet clip hat and her accessories
of Fayetteville and the late Mr. were patent. She wore the orchid
from her wedding bouquet.
Glasgow.
Mrs. Glasgow is the neice of
For her wedding the bride wore
a lovely afternoon frock of pale Mrs. Jimmy Jackson of Dukedom.
blue embroidered organdy made She was graduated from the Palover matching taffeta. The taught mersville High School in 1951. The
bodice featured a sabrina neck- groom is also a graduate of the
line and brief sleeves. The skirt Palmersville High School and has
was gathered; a taffeta cummer- received his degree from the
bund encircled her waist. She wore University of Tennessee.
organdy mitts and her headdress
was a white Dior bow. She wore•
single strand of pearls and matchPierce-Harris
ing earrings. Her bouquet v,.as a
single white orchid placed on a
Club Has Meeting
prayer book.
Mrs. Walter Turner of FayetteThe Pierce-Harris Community
ville was the matron of honor and Club met recently in the home of
only attendant. She wore a frock Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Faulkner. Mrs.
Earl Thorpe called the meeting to
order with the reading of the club
creed. Nancy Faulkner led the
group in singing "Work For the
Fulton - Union City highway
Night is Coming". Mrs. Clara •Dedmon gave the devotional from
Wed.-Thur.-Fla.. Sept.
James 2:20-28.
Members answered roll call with
"Give a Proverb". Mrs. John
Smith, secretary-treasurer, resigned and Mrs. Joe Faulkner was appointed to finish the year. Club
members sent 18 trays and 50
cards. A delicious dinner was served to 24 members and five visitors. A work day in crafts was
planned for September le in the
home of Mrs. Richard Fergerson.
Miss Cora Livingston handed out
leaflets from the Martha White
DON'T MISS IT! Mills.
Plans were made for a booth at
World's Most
the Obion County Fair. The club
will sponsor Nancy Faulkner in
the beauty contest at the fair.
Amazing Attraction!
The club will meet with Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Bushart in Septem'
It.
ber.

STAILITE Drive-In

BIG - BIG - BIG!
Youth Injured

In. IN,.

In Accident
Harold Dycus, 18. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Dycus of Wingo,
Route 2, is a patient in Jones Hospital here for treatment of injuries received last week at his
home, when he was run over by a
tractor.
Dycus received a fractured right
leg and bruises and lacerations of
the chest.
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NO GREATER SIN starts at
7:00 and 9:10
MIRACLE OF BIRTH starts
at 8:50
ADULTS ONLY. Admission 75c
(Children under 12 free if
accompanied by parents)
SATURDAY. SEPT. 12
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GENE BARRY, TV's BAT MASTERSON, will star in the MID-SOUTH
FAIR'S WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO, SEPT. 25-30. Folowing
the RODEO for 3-days will be the ROY ROGERS Show (OCT. 1st
3rd). Thdrefs for both attractions are on sale at Goldsmith's Centre
Ticket Office, Memphis, Tennessee.

NEW
ARRIVAL I
DEPT.
IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. John Campbell,
Fulton, Route 1, are the proud parents of a six pound,four ounce son
born at 3:18 a. m., September 4,
1959, at the Fulton hospital.

ITS A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Morris,
Route 4, Fulton are the proud parents of a seven pound, 10 ounce
daughter, Deborah Kay, born at
1:45 p. m., September 2, 1959, at
the Jones Hospital.
IT'S A BILL!
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jones, Columbus are the proud parents of
a seven pound, six ounce daughter, Tamara Jo, born at 3:25 p
m., August 31, 1959 at Jones
hospital.

People Win At
Obion County Fair

trs

A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. David Homra,
Fulton, are the proud uparents
of a seven, pound 15 ounce, son
Daniel Ben, born at 3 p. m. August 27, 1959 at the Fulton hospital.

The Jersey entry of Linda Collier of South Fulton took the big
ribbon in its class in the junior
division of the dairy shows at the
Obion County Fair at Union City
Thursday.
The top Guernsey was shown by
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Shupe of
Ann Hardy, also of South Fulton.
Ann Hardy of near Fulton Fulton are the proud parents of
placed first with her Irish po- a 9 pound son born August 24, at
1 p. m. at the Hillview Hospital.
tatoes.
The baby has been named Thomas
Elliott.

Open House Set For
New MSC Building

An informal open house has
been planned for Murray State
FLAMING FEATHER
College's new Student Union
Building Sunday, Sept. 13, from
With Sterling Hayden
2-4:30 p. m., President Ralph H.
(Also: starts at 7:00 and 10:05)
Woods has announced.
Parents of Murray State stuSENIOR PROM
dents are especially urged to see
With Jill Corey
the building, according to Dr.
Woods, but all others are welcome
Sonoldon.-Tne.-Wed.. Sept. 11-16 to tour the latest addition to the
MSC campus.
(Starts at 7:30 only)
Completed in June and opened
. THE TEN COMMANDMENTS. for use June 15, the Union supplies
much needed cafeteria space as
With Charlton Heston
well as conference rooms, a snack
Admission, this engagement only: bar, a ball room, student and
Adults $1.00. First time children faculty lounges, a bookstore, and a
post office.
admitted free in this area.
(Starts at 8:50

Guaranteed Work!
Reasonable Rates!
A qualified technician
with specially - designed
equipment will make that
repair correctly . . . the
first time. Pickup and delivery.
Antennas Installed

Roper Television
306 main Street

Phone 307
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Fulton Firm Is
Apparent Low
Bidder On By-Pass

Happy Birthday

Please send me your interesting
Fulton County News for another
year. We and our children delight
Sept. 11: Mrs. Charles King, in reading the many news items;
Mrs. Kellie Lowe, David Powell, It makes our cloudy days brighter
Mrs. Charles Cannon, Commodore and our sunny days sunnier!
Maynard, Horace Cathey, Mrs.
Martha Rucker Koon
Charles Wade Andrews, Bess
850 Inez Street
12:
Sept.
Dorothea
Shield;
Goulder,
Mrs. Louis Weaks, Willa Kay Bennett, Helen Croft Reed, Mrs. Mae
Maupin, Charles Toon, Odell Sills;
Sept. 13: Judith Carol Merryman;
There were approximately 30
Sept. 14: V. R. Owen, Harry W.
Shupe, Judy Adams; Sept. 15: women present at the weekly
luncheon-meeting at Ladies Day
Shelia Lowry, Rita Ann Hurd, at the Country Club last week.
Jerry Travis, Patsy Dedmon,
In the afternoon games of bridge
Wales Austin, B. L. Austin, W. H. and golf were enjoyed by the
Butts,
Mrs.
Neal
Hill, Mrs. A. C.
members.
Ward; Sept. 18: Carrell Johnson,
Mrs. Buren Rogers and Mrs.
Mrs. Sarah Meacham, Mrs. Claude Rupert Hornsby were winners of
Taylor, Tommy Cannon, Glinda balls during the afternoon of golf.
Kay Boulton; Sept. 17: Billy Jef- Team captains were Mrs. W. C.
fress, J. U. McKendree, Donna Hale and Mrs. C. D. Edwards.
Mrs. Irene Blankenship won
Lewis, Ruth Louise Butts, Mrs.
Vernon Robey, Bobby Hyland, high at bridge; Mrs. Laverne Varden, second high and Mrs. CatheAmelia Ann Wallace.
rine Browder, bridge-bingo.

Approximately 30
Attend Ladies Day

Buckhorn Dam
Buckhorn Dam, now being
constructed on the Middle Fork
of the Kentucky River in Perry
County home demonstration County, will create a lake 30
agents from all over Kentucky at- miles long.
tended an Extension training
school in Lexington last week.
There were 131 Extension agents
at the four-day meeting held August 25-28 at the University of
Kentucky. Mrs. Bertha McLeod of
Fulton County attended.

Mrs. McLeod Attends
Training School

The training school was planned to give the agents an opportunity to find out what's new in the
home economics field. This information will be used by the
agents as they work with homemakers and 4-H Club members
in their home cotenties, ;giving
them help and advice on home
economics problems.
JUNIOR GOLF CHAMP

Philip Merryman, 14, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Garland Merryman is
A BOY
the 1959 Junior Golf Champion
Mr. and Mrs. Burnham Dallas, at the Fulton Country Club.
Fulton. are the proud parents of
an eight pound son, Freeman
Burnham Dallas III born at 7:10
p. m., August 26, 1959 at the Hillview Hospital.

IT'S A GIRL!
Rev. and Mrs. Champ Traylor.
824 Highland Avenue, San Mateo, Calif., are the proud parents
of a daughter, Vicki Ann, born
Saturday. August 22. 1959. Mrs.
Traylor is the former Patricia Arm
Willey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Willey of Fulton.

Fearful of the soybean cyst
nematode inching northward, Governor William G. Stratton has
quarantined Ballard County, Kentucky agricultural produce and
equipment against admission to
Illinois.
The nematode has been reported present in certain sections of
Ballard County but has never had
a foothold in Illinois.
Stratton's proclamation Seemday said introduction to Illinois of
the plant pest could mean "tremendous losses to producers."
The quarantine embraces everything from soil to plants to used
tools.
Ration 5 to 3
The ratio of male to female
recipients of state aid to the
blind is approximately 5 to 3,
American
to the
according
Foundation for the Blind.

Class Elects
Officers For Year
The South Fulton Senior Class
have elected their officers for the
year, 1959-60.
They are: John Hughes, president; Pat Dowdy, vice-president;
Jerilyn Colley, treasurer; Kay
Johnson, secretary and historian;
and Joy Vincent, reporter.
Representatives
In its efforts to be of greater
help to
America's estimated
350,000 blind persons and the
numerous agencies serving them,
the American Foundation for the
Blind recently appointed six
field representatives, each of
whom will cover a designated
area of the country.
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Save On School Shoes At Forrester's !
Loafers for school boys; 20 styles: all new
Flats, etc., for school girls; all colors
Extra-narrow widths as well as all regular sizes
You'll find the hottest shoe prices in
West Kentucky at

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP
Fulton, Ky.

Main Street
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Win this beautiful $69.50 JET PILOT BICYCLE
during TUF-NUT BACK-TO-SCHOOL TIME. Stop
in and register today, without cost or obligation.
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MSC Registration

BOYS' 13 3/4-oz BLUE HAWS

To Open Monday
Registration for the fall semester
at Murray state College will begin
Monday, Sept. 14, and will continue through Thursday, Sept. 17,
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar,
has announced.
Classes will begin Friday, Sept.
18. Freshmen are required to attend an orientation meeting Sunday at 6 p. m. in the College Auditorium.
reed the Chliettled

Ads

$2.5*

MAU PAIL —11.41
WANT .11.50

HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC

trs

IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Bill McAmis of
Houston, Texas are the proud parents of a 8 pound son born August
18. The baby has been named
William Lawrence Jr.
Mr. McAmis is the son of Mrs.
Edith Day McAmis of Fulton.
Mrs. McAmis is the former Betty
McLeary of Jackson, Tenn.

Illinois Quarantines
Ballard Produce

McDade and McDade, Fulton
contractors, were t h e apparent low bidders on the highway
APO 185; New York
45 by-pass west of Mayfield. Their
Editors, The News:
bid was $828,815. The second low
I am getting the News often; bid was for $675,353 by the Perrin
enjoy reading about home-town Construction Company and the
happenings very much. It ha third low bid was $888,784 by
sreally kept me up-to-date on Greer Brothers and Young, of
what is going on. Sure would London, Ky.
Altogether there were twelve
have enjoyed tieing there for the
bids on the project. The bids were
Centennial.
Enclosed you win find a sub- opened in the offices of the State
scription for my mother, Mrs. Highway Department at Frankfort
Beatrice Bowden, 204 Ridgeway Friday morning.
The bids will now go to the
Drive, Nashville, 14, Tennessee.
Last fall yOu printed an article committee of highway engineers
about me being in Germany, etc. for examination. The contract is
Through a round-about way it expected to be let in about a week.
The Mayfield by-pass road is a
brought me together with Jimmie
Kindred, with whom I went to distance of 4.152 miles. It starts
school at South Fulton and who I from U. S. 45 approximately 1.4
hadn't seen in about six years. It miles west of southwest of the corcertainly was good to meet some- porate limits of Mayfield and exone from home — so far away tends in a northeasterly direction
to U. S. 45 approximately 1.15
from home.
Germany is nice but I had much miles north of the corporate limits
rather be back in the good old of Mayfield a distance of 4.152
USA. Will be back in about four miles.
The contract calls for grade and
months or so.
drain on the main line and surfacing of cross roads and frontage
Sincerely,
Charles Browder (FTC)
roads.
Co. C, 23rd Engr. Bn. (AD)
Germany
Memphis, Term.
Dear Jo and Paul,

IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Lowe
of Stockton, California are the
proud parents of a nine pound
daughter, Nancy Ellen, born
August 28, 1959 at 1:50 a. m. Mr.
Lowe is the son of Mrs. Edith
Lowe of Fulton.

Local Young

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

FREE
11111MaHlW7--LM %

Leather branded; copper rivets. Western fit; sanforizeds
zipper. Sizes (4-11), $2.98;(12-18), $3.49

K. Hornra's
312 Lake Si.

4

Jonathon Zachem, Alfred Lee Bus- tributed dainty rice bags tied in
hart, Ronald Meadows, and Roger green and yellow. Mrs. L. C. Logan
at her organ played during the reLaden bcrger.
•
ception.
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
Late in the evening Mr. and Mrs.
Hill wore a formal frock of im- Craig left for an extended wedding
ported Italian Chantilly lace which trip to Daytona Beach, Florida.
shaded from mocha to a blush
pink. Mrs. Craig, mother of the
groom, wore petal pink re-em- Bridesmaids Breakfast
broidered lace over matching satin.
Mrs. Billy Hill and Mrs. Roper
Following the ceremony Mr. and Fields were hostesses at a bridesMrs. Hill entertained with a re- maids breakfast on Saturday
cepliOn at the Fulton Coulitry morning the fifth of September
Club. Mrs. William Thomas Hill honoring Miss Beverly Hill, her atwas at the register. Assisting in re- tendants and out of town friends.
ceiving and serving the guests The delicious country ham breakwere Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Mrs. fast was at the Park Terrace.
William McDade, Mrs. Russell
Johnson, Mrs. H. L. Bushart, Mrs. Rehearsal Dinner
Bob Brown, Mrs. Enoch Campbell,
On Friday evening, September
Mrs. E. E. Williamson, Mrs. John
D. Laida, Mrs. Hendon Wright, the fourth, Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, Mrs. Bob McDade and Mr. and Mrs. E. B.
Hyland, Mrs. Herbie Hunt III. Berry were hosts at a most atMiss Barbara Ann Boyd, Miss Bar- tractive Smorgasbord dinner honbara Wall, Miss Ann Fall, Miss oring Miss Beverly Hill and her
Linda Hale, Miss Mary Ann Hill, fiance. David Carlston Craig. The
Miss Paula DeMyer, Miss Natalie dinner preceeded the rehearsal at
Dunn, and Miss Katy Maddox. the First Methodist Church. The
Misses Barbara Brown, Cathy dinner was in the Park Terrace
Campbell and Margaret Omar dis- private dining room.
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Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Nearly thirteen years ago, when this diarist had lived
in these parts just a week or two, a letter came in the
mail that said: "Welcome to Fulton. . . and may we extend an invitation to you to become a member of the
Fulton's Woman's Club.”
The letter was signed by one of the dear and grand
ladies of the Woman's Club, Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr. Through
the years we have kept that letter and as we witness
more and more of the activities of the Woman's Club vre
have come to cherish and appreciate it more and more.
And for good reason too, because Fulton's Woman's
Club is looked upon as one of the finest, most accomplished and active clubs in the State and within recent
days its worth has received state-wide recognition.

Next week Mrs. Hendon Wright, conclusions as a result of the hard
(Mary Nelle to us) will journey work and love by members of the
to Louisville to attend the State local club.
Mary Nelle will have charge of
Board meeting and to preside for
the first time in a position of three programs during her chair
signal honor to her and to the Ful- manship of the president's coun
ton Woman's Club. Mary Nelle is cit. The first will be a communi
president of the Fulton Woman's cations panel, with four of Ken
Club, and this year she begins her tucky's outstanding newspaper,
second year as president. And it radio and television personalities
is with a feeling of pride that all discussing the best methods of
members of the club recognize that publicizing Woman's Club news
she has been made State Chair- And Mary Nelle certainly can ad
man of the President's Council, her bit, having written for news
perhaps one of the most important papers and is, you know, the prochairmanships in the Kentucky gram director of Radio Station
Federation. In such a capacity WFUL with her own daily proMary Nelle will preside over the gram "My Fair Lady," which is
group that comprises all the club listened to by milady far and wid
So, Kudos and good luck t
presidents in the State and you
know that there are some mighty Mary Nelle and congratulations V)
Mr. and Mn. David Carleton Craig
big clubs in this State, in mighty the Fulton Woman's Club.
big cities, whose accomplishments,
Somehow we have come to asfor obvious reasons, should be
Mrs
greater than our wonderful little sociate the name of Montelle Tripp Buckingham, Mrs. Pat King,
with music and local talent and Amelia Kimbrow and Mrs. Shirley
club here.
There can be no doubt that in the association is justifiable. Mon- Hawks. The new arrivals will look
appointing Mary Nelle to this hon- telle probably has encouraged mighty pretty in all those dollformal wedding gown of crystal
By Agatha Voelpel
received.
ored position that the state of- more young people to develop like garments they
white pure silk peau de soie. The
beauty
magniunusual
of
wedding
anybody
than
a
that
talent
In
the
musical
their
shower
not
double
a
was
And it
ficers considered
moulded bodice had a deep off
Joyce
Beverly
Miss
acprocurrent
our
her
brilliance
and
of
of
know
Hayes
and
we
honored Miss Laura Fern
tude, nor the quantity
neckline which was outshoulder
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
and
spondaughter
be
to
quality
show
ject is a talent
(now Mrs. Lax White, Jr.) and Hill.
complishments, but the
imported Italian lace in
with
lined
the
became
Hill,
folsored by the Jaycees on Septem- Jane Wheeler Burnette, (George William Henry
sincerity of them. Mary Nelle
desigq. The long
medallion
a
son
lows in the footprints of some ber 22 at the South Fulton gym. Ely's lovely bride) when the mem- bride of Davis Carlson Craig.
to points at her
tapered
sleeves
tremendously lovely and capable Montelle can spot a talented bers of the Union Cumberland of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ray Craig hands. The bodice was fastened
former club presidents in Fulton youngster a mile off and when she Presbyterian Church honored both of Falmouth. Kentucky, on Satur- with tiny covered buttons at the
who have carried forward the does she goes to work on them to lovely ladies. The reception room day afternoon, the fifth of Septem- back. The bodice joined the voldignity of the local club and know- put them before the public as of the church looked especially ber, at five thirty o'clock. The uminous skirt with graduated scaling Mary Nelle's deep love and de- much as possible. In getting talent beautiful for the occasion . . . to wedding was at the First Meth- lops which were corded and exvotion to the Woman's Club it is together for the Jaycee show Mon- match the loveliness of the hon- odist Church with the Reverend tended in a deep scallop in the
John D. Laida, pastor of the First
extra nice that the honor should telle believes that anybody with orees, no doubt.
worn over period
Baptist Church, officiating and back. The skirt
come to her and to the club at talent ought to avail themselves
into a cathedral
developed
hoops
of the opportunity to appear in
The City Park is fast becoming using an impressive double ring train. Her fingertip veil of misty
this time.
Mary Nelle has been a member public. While the particular talent- a real site for outdoor birthday ceremony.
bridal illusion fell from a shell
The sanctuary was beautifully formed of double bands of the
of the Woman's Club since 1931. ed person may underestimate their parties and that's where little
past
a
know
"you
what
never
and
talents,
several
member
entertained
Hyland
color
Cathy
wedding
the
charter
in
a
decorated
She is
peau de soie which were ornapresident of the Junior Woman's judge is thinking" she says. And of her friends on Monday with an scheme of rich green and yellow. mented with small clusters of
activesure.
that's
for
The
Weiner
participated
roast.
old-fashioned
Club. She has
The bridal aisle was radiant
orange blossoms over
So take a bit of Montelle's ad- guests had enough to eat and had with tall yellow candles which pearlized
ly in all departments of the club
wore a single strand
She
ear.
each
and served as sponsor for the vice. Participate in the Jaycee tal- enough fun to last them all day placed on the ends of the pews. of pearls, a gift of the groom: Her
Junior Music Club as well as ent show on September 22 and long.
Arrangements of yellow gladioli bouquet was a cascade arrangetaken part in many presentations make everybody happy. The winand satin bows were on the pews ment of stephanotis and phaeThe mad exodus back to college the entire length of the aisle.
of the Evening of Music program. ners, you know, will appear in the
lanopsis orchids with dainty sprays
Mary Nelle pondered a long time Mid-South Talent Show in Mem- is on this week and so many of our
As the guests assembled Mrs. J. of minature English Ivy.
phis,
which
has
important
some
produced
us
leaving
are
the
young
friends
fine
assuming
before
U. McKendree, organist, presented
Miss Judith Mayo Pennebaker
State-wide post but she was urged mighty fine talent as you are well that we hate to mention their a program of nuptial music which
was the Maid of Honor; Mrs. Donaware.
take
to
write
about
names, much less
by many of the members
included "Thine Alone", "Through ald Heine was the Matron of Honthem. The most fun we have durthe position and we know you're
Don't know whether Noy Hol- ing the summer is meeting the the Years", "If Thou Art Near". or and the bridesmaids were Miss
glad she did. You can rest as"The Swan", "Greensleeves", and
Miss Jean
sured that when Mary Nelle pre- land wanted to admit to another young folks and talking with them "Wedding Bells." Miss Alice Marilyn Kay Cherry,
Miss Nancy Watersides at the President's breakfast birthday this week, but she had about their college days and most- Broadbent, soprano, sang "The Ann Hyland,
Diane Vittitow, Miss
next Wednesday in Louisville that too. A group of her old friends ly to see how each year they seem Sweetest Story Ever Told", and field, Miss
Tabor, and Miss
Walker
Judith
to
lured
her
the
Derby
this
week
will
to
more.
and
mature
there
grow
more
president
club
every
"How Do I Love Thee", preceeding Marian Elizabeth Herren a cousin
for
lunch
and
she
was
surprised
getting
the
of
of
knowledge
Suppose
joys
one
full
a
go home with
the ceremony and the Malotte of the bride.
(and perhaps envy) of our library to be reminded that it was her old is watching young folks grow. "Lord's Prayer" between the
cereIt
was
birthday.
fun!
Little Miss Renee Hill, niece of
department, our lovely club house,
mony prayer and the benediction.
the bride was the ringbearer
Mr. Carl Puckett spent several
our Junior Woman's Club scholarThe traditional wedding marches carrying the rings on a satin pilThe bridal shower, the baby days last week attending the Duship fund, and dozens of other projects that have come to successful shower, the going away shower Quoin State Fair at DuQuoin, Ill. by Wagner and Mendelssohn were low centered with a cluster of yelused for the processional and re- low rose buds.
always afford lots of fun and happiness for the honorees and the
Flower girls were Misses Janet
Mrs. Virginia Karr spent the cessional and the wedding hymn
hostesses. Sometimes the showers weekend in Topeka. Kansas visit- "0 Perfect Love" - Barnby was Williamson and Leigh Schopfer.
played during the ceremony.
turn into "deluges" because the ing her daughter and family.
Thomas Miller served the groom
The striking blonde bride was as best man. The groomsmen were
honorees get so many nice and
useful gifts they almost need trailescorted to the altar and given in William Thomas Hill brother of
ers to carry them home. This John Mansfield
marriage by her father. She wore the bride, Jonathon Craig, brother
a Murray Hamberger original of the groom and Herbert Wheeler,
week's showerful parties were Killed By Lightning.
given for Norman June McClanJohn Ross Mansfield, 26, senior
ahan, by Ouida Jewell and her
mother, Mrs. Leland Jewell and engineering student at the Univafter our
Mrs. Pat King.. . it was the pink ersity of Tennessee, was killed by
Listen to the lovely music of
and blue variety . . . and so was lightning while fishing at a lake
the shower given for Mrs Johnny near Gleason. He was a native of
HERBERT MORRIS
Dry
Thompson by Mrs. Walter Hawks, Weakley county and brother of
Mrs. Gladys Evans, Mrs. Bobby Joe Mansfield of Fulton.

Miss Beverly Hill Becomes Bride Of
Mr. Davis Craig On September 5th

FALL COATS
Really
Sparkle

Cleaningl
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arming

Try this service just
once and you'll
never be happy with
any other. It keeps
all of your clothes
fresh and new-looking longer. Call us
TODAY.

EFFICIENCY
Visitors to our establishment have often commented on the efficiency with which everything is
accomplished in every detail of our service.
This efficiency is a product of our Mortuary
training and experience. It means that not only is
every funeral, from first call to final commital,

Laundry and
Saniione Cleaners

Enjoy dinner out, while your children play on
our beautiful playground out back.
They can swim in our pool, play tennis, shuffelboard, badminton or croquet. We also have swings,
slides and see-saws for the younger children.
You are always welcome at

savings we are able to share with those we serve.

The Park Terrace Restaurant,

•• *

Frank LeMaster

James Needham

Lleensed Funeral Directors and Embalmers, Ky. and Tennessee

where a friendly welcome and fine food and service await you.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
Phone 7

302 Carr St.
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Space-Saver Plastic Water Bottle
2-Quart size

51c

a 913e Value

OK-

BOYS' LONG-SLEEVE SHIRTS
Sanforised Broadcloth,

Sat

Asst'd checks and plaids,
convertible sport collar

Inc

Sizes 6-16; Reg. $1.25

20-Inch Metal Hostess Table
19-inch diameter

$1.99

Regularly $2.98

LA

The next time you have a party, remember The
Terrace Room of The Park Terrace.

carried out smoothly, but also is reflected in the

Paul M. ilornbeak

01C-PARLSIAN

Talented organist from Obion. Tenn nightly at
the PARK TERRACE in South Fulton.

The Ful

Sonny Puckett and Stanley Jones,

Fulton, Kentucky

ASSORTED RUBBER MATS
Regular $1 values in welcome mats,
floor mats, drainboard mats, bathtub mats,
stove-protector mats, toilet top trays,
sink strainers, etc.

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c STORE
Lake Street

Owners and Operators

118c _ -

Fulton, Ky.

"We Serve to Serve Again"
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Nancy Gay Smith And Rev. Hoyt Wilson
Exchange Nuptial Vows August 16th
The sanctuary of West Jackson
Baptist Church was the setting
August sixteenth for the wedding
ceremony of Miss Nancy Gay
Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Watford Smith, and Rev.
Hoyt Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Camel! Wilson of Fulton.
The vows were exchanged at
half after three o'clock in the
afternoon with Dr. David Q. Byrd,
church pastor, officiating.
Mrs. Claude Winslow, soloist,
and Mrs. I. T. Rawls, organist,
presented nuptial music.
Given in marriage by her father,
the bride was lovely in her wedding gown of crystalette and lace.
The bodice featured a peplum that
extended into a Cathedral train of
lace accented by a crystalette bow.
A rounded neckline and rose point
sleeves fastened with self-covered
buttons, were other attractive features of the dress. The voluminous skirt was poised over hoops.
Her veil of tulle was caught to a
crown of pearls, sequins and lace.
She carried a bouquet of glameilas
showered with tuberoses.
Mrs. James Nowell attended her

••••••••••••••••
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•
•
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•
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OK- PARISIAN
DRY CLEANING
You, too, will find our
Service a real
economy. Stubborn spots,
perspiration, and the
ground-in soil are gone.
Colors, textures are
renewed. . . our
Finish restores that
brand new look and feel
through cleaning after
cleaning. Try us and MI

OK-PARISIAN
Laundry and
Suiten Cleaners

Tic

.99

sister as matron of honor. Bridesmaids were Miss Judy Smith, sister of the bride; Miss Janice Boren, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Boren; and Mrs. James Carothers
of Westwood Gardens. Miss Judy
Brown, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Brown, was junior bridesmaid.
Terry Drace was best man and
groomsmen were Allen Ferguson,
Ronald Phillips, Kenneth Alexander. Ushers were Joe Smith,
John Smith, brothers of the bride;
and James Nowell, brother-in-law
of the bride. Junior groomsman
was Johnny Wilson, brother of the
groom.
Immediately following the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs. Smith held a
reception in the church parlors.
She was wearing a blue printed
taffeta, sheath dress trimmed in
crystals and a black featured hat.
Special guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Carnell Wilson.
Mrs. Tempe Yates, Miss Mildred
Yates, Mrs. Edna Abell, Mrs. J.
W. Wooten, Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
Owens, Mrs. Carl Foster and Mrs.
Jack Rushing of Fulton were
among those attending from outof-town.
For traveling the bride changed
to a navy blue jacketed sheath
sparked by a white collar. She
completed her attire with a featured bandeaux and white accessories with a glamelia from her
bridal bouquet at her shoulder.
After a honeymoon trip in the
Ozark Mountains, the bridal pair
will make their home in Kansas
City, Missouri, where the groom
will enter Midwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary and the
bride will enroll in William Jewell
College.

Davis-Parker
Wedding Told

My Clothes
Look New
Longer, My'
Clothing Dollar
_Goes Farther,
Since I Switched to

Sic

Mollie Wiley Home
From Washington
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The announcement is being
made today of the wedding of
Miss Bonnie Lee Davis to Edgar
Craddock Parker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Parker, by the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Davis.
The Rev. Charles G. Roe performed the double ring ceremony
in the First Christian church of
Fulton June Id.
The bride chose a lovely yellow tinted silk frock designed
with a fitted bodice with a
double collar of the same material overlaid with white. The
sleeves were brief and the skirt
extremely full. Her accessories
were white.
They were accompanied by
Kenneth Brown of Biloxi, ggIss.,
and Kenneth Alexander of Fulton.
The bride is a graduate at Union City High school and was
salutatorian of her class, masher of the Beta club, band. 4-H
club FHA and tel annual staff.
The couple is now living in
Biloxi, Miss., where the groom
is stationed at Kesler Air Force
Base.

DOGS, DEVILS

—
Continued from Page One
record.
With a pair of touchdowns against Ridgely in the third quarter at Memorial Stadium, the
South Fulton Red Devils successfully fought their way into the
winner's circle with a 13-0 victory. 160-pound Donald Parchman scored South Fulton's first
touchdown; Aaron Hawks, after
a spectacular 65-yard run, went
over with number two to make
South Fulton's triumph a fact.
This initial victory made a great
debut for the Devils' hardworking new coach, former Murray
State quarterback Ronnie Philips.

FULTON DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
LOCATED 1% MILES SOUTH OF FULTON ON THE
MARTIN HIGHWAY

•88c_ _
Fri.-Sat.-Sun., September 11-12-13
ATTACK OF THE 50-FOOT WOMEN
(A Horror Show!)
Also
AL CAPONE
With Rod Steiger, Fay Spain
In Color and Vista Vision
First Picture Starts At 7:00
Second Picture Starts At 8:20
First Picture Repeated at 10:04

Mollie Wiley is coming home
today and her visit is eagerly
anticipated by her mother and
her friends. Mollie has been employed in the filing department
of the Federal Power Commission in Washington for the past
four summers and her visits
home have been all too infrequent.
But Mollie will crowd a lot
of visiting and a lot of happiness into her week-tong visit
before she returns to her studies at Peabody College in Nashville, where she is a music
major in her senior year.
While in Washington Mollie
been a guest of her aunt
Almeda Huddleston and
also has visited, during her
summer vacations with Dr. and
Mrs. D. Ti. Clardy of Hopkinsvile.
'Tis a very cordial welcome
home we wish Mollie, the pride
and joy of her mother Mrs.
Steve Wiley.

Fast, Courteous, Efficient Service
* Muffler and tailpipe service
* Wheel balancing service
* Credit Cards accepted
* Open around the clock
* We welcome your business

PUCKETT'S SERVICE STATION
Located at Fourth and Lake Streets
Sonny and Carl Puckett, owners

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
In the local hospitals Wednesday morning September 9.
Hillview Hospital:
Mrs. Roy Nethery, Mrs. Dave
Winrey, Mrs. Rosa Allred„ Mrs.
Paul Howard, Fred Wade, Billy
Slayden, Eugene Copela tit d,
Mr. and Mrs. Lex White, Jr.
James Windsor, Philip Jeffress,
Shirley Maddox and Costella
Chamber, all of Fulton; J. D.
Stunson, Hickman; Betty Cooper,
Martin, Billy Joe McCord, Martin; George Ceorthan, Dukedom;
Mrs. James Earl Sadler, CrutchMiss Lorna Ross, cousin of the field.
Union ,Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, off Highway Ninety-four, bride, presided at the register table
Fulton, Kentucky, was the scene of which was centered with an ar- Fulton Hospital:
the marriage of Miss Laura Fern rangement of white lilies.
Mrs. James Pewitt, Mrs. LehHaynes, only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Waggoner pre- man Boulton, Master Tommy
Lex
and
Haynes
Mrs. Willard
sented a prelude of nuptial music. Sheehan, Mrs. V. J. Voegeli, Mrs.
White, Jr.. son of Mr. and Mrs.
The bride and groom left im- Finis Usrey, Mrs. Dessie PineLex White, Sr., of Crossville, Il- mediately for their wedding trip gar, Mrs. Wick Smith and baby,
linois, on Saturday, A ugust after which they will be at home Jesse Spinks, Evelyn McManus,
wenty-nine, nineteen hundred and at Cave City, Kentucky.
Edgar Gore, Mrs. Lola Howard,
fifty-nine at two thirty o'clock in
Out-of-town guests were: Mr. Mrs. George Hall, George Hall,
afternoon.
the
and Mrs. Lex White, Sr., and son, Freelan Johnson, Tucker Brown.
The double ring ceremony was James Dale, Mr. and Mrs. Bud Mrs. Mike Fry and Charlie
Cecil
Reverend
solemnized by the
Cannon and daughter, Miss Le- Stephenson, all of Fulton; Mrs.
C. Burnette before an altar dec- Lane, Mrs. Evelyn Harrison and Johs R. Brazzell, Clinton; Mrs.
oratd with arrangemnts of white daughter, Janet, all of Crossville, Leonard
Crutchfield;
Watson,
gladioli, white stock and greenery. Illinois, Mrs. Voyle Heckler and Mrs. Ardell Simpson, Cayce, Mrs.
Lighted candles in wrought iron son and daughter, Roger and Con- Willie Johnson, Water Valley;
candelabras illuminated the set- nie Jo., Miss Ilene Kloepper and Mrs. Julia Jackson, Clinton;
ting.
Jerry Taylor of Grayville, Illinois, Mrs. Marshall Doughty, Hickory;
The bride, given in matriage by Miss Patsy Latta of Memphis, Mrs. Mrs. John Robey, Water Valley.
her father, wore white lace over Elzie Perry and daughter, Marilyn
Jones Hospital:
taffeta. The moulded bodice had a of Paris, Tenn.
V shaped neckline featuring the
On Friday evening after the reJohn Howell, Mrs. Leona Boaz,
design of the lace. The long fitted hearsal, Mr. and Mrs. Haynes en- Mrs. Nannie Gull, Mrs. Hallie
sleeves extended to her hands. Her tertained the wedding party with Hawks, Mrs. Pearl Newton, Mrs.
skirt was full and street length. a supper.
R. V. Allison, Bruce Henderson,
The bride's shoulder veil fell
C. D. Conner, Tom Seay, Mrs.
white
of
crown
a
from
gracefully
E. W. Bethel, Mrs. Louis Steven
HOMEMAKERS
of
was
bouquet
Her
rosebuds.
Bertha McLeod, Home and baby, Mrs. Joe Workman,
Mrs.
white
a
on
white gardenias placed
Demonstration agent for Ful- Mrs. Donald HoWngsworth and
bible and were tied with satin ribCounty, announces the fol- baby, and Mrs. James Pogue all
ton
bons.
homemaker's meetings in of Fulton, Mrs. Duane Chapel
lowing
Miss Mary Charles Herring,
for the balance of and baby, Dresden.
maid-of-honor, wore a moss green the County
September:
lace dress with a half-hat of green
Victory, 15th K. U. Building NOTEBOOK—
features which matched her dress.
p. m.; Cayce, 15th, Mrs.
1:30
HarJanet
Continued from Page One
Miss
brides-maid,
The
Burcham, 2:00 p. m.; he seemed to enjoy getting the
D.
W.
with
dress
sheer
rison, wore a pink
matching half-hat. They wore Western, 16th, Mrs. 0. L. Sutton, lawn cleared away the way she
1:30 p. m.; Hickman, 16th, Club used to have it during her lifewhite carnation corsages.
James Dale White, brother of room, 2:00 p. m.; Montgomery, time.
the groom served as best man. 17th, Mrs. Olen Gray, 1'30 p. m.;
I know you share with me the
Ushers were James Willard Crutchfield, 2 2 n d, Methodist
Haynes, brother of the bride, and Church, 10:30 p. m.; Fulton, thought the J. J. Owen home and
Roger Heckler, friend of the 23rd, Mrs. A. S. Johnson, 1:30 its ground are among the prettiest
groom. The candles were lighted p. m.; Palestine, 25th, Commun- in Fulton and we know that we
will have all the happiness and
by Mr. Haynes and Mr. Heckler. ity House, 1:30 p. m.
joy out there that the great big,
Owen family enjoyed for so many
years.

Laura Fern Haynes Becomes Bride
Of Lex White, Jr. On August 29
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Engagement Of Gayle Jean Hays,
And Donald Morehead Announced

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hays of
the Union City Highway, Fulton,
Kentucky, are announcing the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Gayle
Jean, to Donald Lloyd Morehead.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd M-Tehead of Fulgham, Kentucky, formerly of Metropolis, Illinois.

Miss Hays was an honor graduate at South Fulton High School
in the Class of 1959.
Mr. Morehead was a 1959 graduate of Fulgham High School,
where he was class president.
He is presently employed by
Western Electric Company in Chicago, Illinois.

Open Every
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
Adm. 15-50¢

ORPHEUM

Starts Friday,Then Sat.,Sun.
Here Is The Wonder Of Her Youth — — The
Excitement Of Her First Love — — The Miracle
Of Her Laughter — — The Most Completely
Overwhelming And Deeply Personal Entertainment Experience Of Your Lifetime!

2.GFORGESINS'----:MILLIE PRINS

THE DIARYOF
ANNE FRANK
omE
Curvet
Plus Color Cartoon

n.

Audie Murphy, Terry

Also — Latest News Events!!

'THE BROWDER PULLING CMPANY
IS NOW IN THE MARKET FOR

CORN
AND

SOYBEANS
Prompt Unloading Facilities

Your Buidness Appreciated

BROWDER KILLING COMPANY, INC.
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 900
"A Complete line of Quality Feeds"
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Farm News, Meetings, Events

tiEW INDUSTRY?

DONS
meg Aig

(Sirs note: the following information, supplied THE NEWS
by the USDA. ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
agencies will be of special interest to Progressive fanners In the
Hen-Tenn area):
ounty Agricultural
Obis
Comments and events
Pastures in excellent condition
for August. Field crops still look
good. Some insect damage reported on milo.
Obion County 4-H members exhibited 14 head of Jerseys in the
Yorkville Jersey Cattle Show recently. Junior Champion of both
Junior Grade and Junior Registered shows went to Obion County
4-H members.
BRING INIORMATION
Farmers should bring along the
necessary information when they
file a request for a basic Conservation Reserve rate at the County
and
Stabilization
Agricultural

MOTOROLA TV
Most Reliable
TV Receiver

Conservation Office, according to
C. C. Vaughn, Chairman of the
Obion ASC Committee. The deadLme for requesting that a basic
annual rate per acre be established
for land offered under the 1960
program is September 10, although
requests could be filed at the
County ASC Office as early as
August 24.
The county office has regular
forms to be filled out when farmers apply for a basic rate. Information needed to complete the
form includes a description of the
acreage for which the basic rate
is requested and the crop production history of the land. For each
field, details will be needed as to
the kind of crop and the yield per
acre for the 5-year period 1955
through 1959.
After the basic rate for a farm
is established, the farmer will
have an opportunity to file an application for a Conservation Reserve Contract.
Obion County Agricultural
Comments And Events
Very light rains last week. Many
acres of small grain and clover
seeded. A large increase in Alfalfa
sown. Most silage crops, already
put in silos. Some corn has been
harvested and a few bales of cotton picked. Farmers are busy getting ready to harvest a bumper
crop of corn and soybeans. Pastures still good for this time of
year.
The 1959 Obion County Fair was
another big success. The Junior
Steer Show held last Wednesday
featured 71 head that sold at auction for an average of 37c per
pound ( a record price). Local
businesses and individuals did almost all the bidding. A record
price of 80c a pound was paid for
the Grand Champion by E. W.
James and Sons Supermarket. The
37c average on the 71 head was
surely a state record, ase the market price that day was 28c to 30c.
These boys and girls will be working even harder for the 1960 show
and sale.
All divisions of the fair were
bigger and better. The Junior
bairy Show featured 90 head of
Jerseys, Guernseys, Holsteins and
Brown Swiss,
Some 30 horses were entered in
the 4-H Horse, Pony and Colt Division.
Field crops exhibits were certainly in abundance.

•
model illtilZ98
Peatero•edam
BE

Backed by the Golden
Guarantee
1 Full Year Free Service and Parts.
5 Year Guarantee on
Tube Sentry.
Priced from $179.95

M & W Appliance
Company
215 Main

Phone 126
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Entry Blank — Jaycee Talent Contest
Name _

Age

Address

Phone

s

41

Go,

11.0
.1111.

EmE

Eon.

EPEE.

Type of act (check one)- Vocal___ Instrumental
Dance

Novelty

Special group (5 or more)

To enter contest, fill out the above and give or mail
to Mrs. Jerry Hawks at Fulton City Hall no later
than September 15th, 1959.
Winner will receive expense paid trip to Mid-South
Youth Talent Contest at Memphis September 25th.
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It's no chicken-egg riddle. Adequate community resources and services
are a must before new industries come to town. In surveying a town,
prospective new industries are most interested in:

o

Cooperative attitude
fJ Power and water
D Good schools
Good sites
D Community spirit
10 Reliable labor
ID Responsible government
Streets and sewers
There are other factors —but these are most important.
ing a more prosperous Kentucky.
The complete services of the
Kentucky Department Of EcoFor additional information,
nomic Development and the
write the Kentucky Department
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
of Economic Development, Capare available to help local groups
itol Annex Building, Frankfort.
make their industrial, developor the Kentucky Chamber of
ment efforts more effective.
Commerce, 670 South Third
Street, Louisville.
We're your partners in build-

This srActi

THE KENTUCKY PHU ASSOCiaTioNI, INC., tend
TM KENTUCKY DEFT. OF PUBLIC ItELATiONs by

The Fulton County News

Change In Soil Bank
Regulations Regarding
Tenants & Sharecroppers
Roy Bard, Chairman of Fulton
ASC County Committee stated today that the Soil Bank Regulations
had been changed whereby, if tees
ants and/or sharecroppers left.the
farm voluntarily of his own free
will and accord and was wallet,to
relinquish any further interetrestie
might have in the farm as a tenant
or sharecropper, a contract could
be executed on this farm.
Mr. Bard urged that any landlord whom could not consider a
1960 Soil Bank Contract because
of this provision should contact a
member of the county committee
or the county ASC office before
September 10th.

Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield expressed himself as being
"pleased" with the change in the
requirements for participation in
the Conservation Reserve Program
of the Soil Bank being made by
the Department of Agriculture.
Under the regulations as originally issued a farm was ineligible
if it had changed ownership in the
past three years except through
inheritance. This requirement was
established for the stated purpose
of preventing land speculators
from participating in the program.
On August 25, 1959, Congressman Stubblefield wrote Assistant
Secretary Marvin L. McLain
pointing out that this regulation
excluded farmers from the Berkey Lake area whose land had been
taken by eminent domain and who

had bought other farms. In his letter to McLain, Stubblefield said,
"I believe that regulations which

Ballots For Wool Marketing
Vote Available At
County ASC Office

Mrs. Harry Lee Waterfield of
Frankfort and Clinton. wife of the
Lt. Governor of Kentucky, Wednesday submitted her favorite recipe to be included in the cook
book, which the Fulton-South
Fulton B&PW Club is having published for sale.

Lime isn't a fertilizer within itself but works as a team with
fertilizers to produce higher yields
and crops of a higher quality. Liming without fertilization seldom
produces top yeilds and, conversely, crops cannot take advantage of

DONA11D

place lifelong farmers in the category of land speculators because
they have been forced to sell for
the national interest is wrong."
On August 27, the Congressman
introduced H. R. 8918, a bill to
amend the Soil Bank Act to prohibit the denial of a conservation
reserve contract to a producer pn
the ground of the date his farm
was acquired, if it was acquired to
replace a farm previously taken by
eminent domain. On August 28,
the Department wired the Kentucky' State ASC office that the
regulations Would be amended.
Stubblefield said he would not
press for enactment of his bill
since the change in the regulations
eliminated the need for it.

Mrs. Waterfield
Submits Recipe

Lime not only corrects soil acidity, it also serves as an economical
source of Calcium, one of our important plant nutrients. Magnesium is also supplied when dolomitic materials are used.

In cooperation *vie-

▪

Liming recommendations are
available for each state and county so consult your local County
Agent or Farm Advisor for specific instructions.
Remember, in order to balance
your farm budget, you first have
to balance soils plant food.

Most crops grow well on slightly
acid to neutral soil in reaction to
testing. Tobacco, strawberries,
potatoes (sweet and white), and
blueberries require a little more
acid than other field crops with
alfalfa, sweet clover and apples
growing in an alkaline moil.

•

Stubblefield Supports Program

Parents Name

It has been a long time since I
have discussed the liming situation
In this territory. Here are a few
facts from the Plant Food Review
and myself. Much of our farm
land is still unlimed. This is due
to the farmer putting it off or just
not knowing that his soil is acid
or sour. There is only one way you
can be sure your soil is in need
of lime or not, and .that is with a
soil test. This is a must these days
when your production may be
limited by insufficient lime. The
appearance of certain noxious
weeds also indicate that you need
lime, but these unwanted plants
just can't talk SO WE STILL
DON'T KNOW. That leaves us
with a soil test to make sure we
know the correct answers.

c..

FOR SALE

Call 1270 or 470

Spare The Lime and
Spoil The Crop

Ii

last day farmers can take the first
necessary step to participate in the
Soil Bank's 1960 Conservation Reserve program, Mr. C. C. Vaughn,
Chairman, Obion County Agricultural Stablization and Conservation Committee, said today. The
first step is for each farmer who
wishes to offer cropland under the
program to ask the County ASC
Committee to set a basic annual
rate per-acre for the land.
The period for filing such requests is from August 24 through
Thursday, September 10, is the September 10. The Chairman emphasized that no request will be
accepted after September 10.
After the basic rate has been
established for the land offered,
the farmer will then have an opportunity to apply for a contract at
any figure below the basic rate. If
the offer can be accepted, the
farmer will be notified of the date
by which he must return the
signed Conservation Reserve contract to the County ASC Office.
Growers who participate in the
program receive cost-sharing help
in establishing approved conservation practices on the reserved land,
and annual rental payments for
the life of the contract.
Farmers who would like to have
further information about participating in the 1960 Conservation
Reserve are urged to get in touch
with the County Office as soon as
possible, but certainly before September 10.

One of Fulton's most attractive homes located in the Highlands on a 65 x 210 ft. lot. Four
bedrooms, den, recreation room in full basement, plenty of closet space, hardwood floors,
fall tile bathroom upstairs and half-tile bath
downstairs, newly redecorated screened-in
front porch, and clean throughout. Home is
fully insulated with coal furnace and automatic stoker. Backyard has concrete table,
huge concrete barbecue pit and high hedge for
privacy, and plenty of shade and fruit trees.
Can be seen by appointment.

available plant nutrients unless
the soil acidity is within an optimum range. Most plant nutrients
become available when soil acidity is from 6.0 to 7.0, or mildly
acid to neutral with the possible
exception of iron and manganese.
These two boys are acid loving
nutrients and decrease in availability as the soil sweetens.

CAYCE NEWS
Clarice Bondurant—

ton, we wish him a speedy recovery.
We are glad that Johnnie Stayton who had surgery in Kennedy
hospital in Memphis is doing nicely. He would be glad to hear from
his friends. His address is Kennedy Hospital Ward B.Mil. Edna Alexander and Mrs.
Chester Wade visited Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Naylor Saturday at Mrs.
Dalsie Bondurant.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Curtsinger
and son of Chicago, Ill, spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. A.
Simpson and other relatives.
Mrs. Johnnie Stayton returned
home Sunday after attending the
bedside of her husband in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Cruce and
John Elmer and Mrs. Susie B.
Gardner attended the annual reunion of the Thomason family at
Humboldt, Tenn. Sunday.
Miss Donna Crum of Milan,
Tenn. is spending a few days with
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. J. Cruce.

read
•

hs Classified Ads
Complete Lime

Hearing Aid Batteries
For all makes of heating aids!
Visit ear Bearing AY listissa.
nest at year first sapartainty.
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CITY DRUG CO.
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Mr. and Mrs. Turner Pursell
visited relatives in Birmingham,
Ala. last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Scearce and
family of Evansville, Ind. spent
the weekend with his mother, Mrs.
Mayme Scearce.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Naylor of
Dallas, Texas were Saturday dinner guests of Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and Clarice.
•Expertly Prepared • Washed
Mrs. Bessie Campbell and Mrs.
Clean • Laboratory Tested •
Blanche Williams were Sunday
Free Burning • easy to Fire
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Turner Pursell.
• Perfectly used for furnace,
Pvt. Tommye Scearce is spendstove, stoker.
ing a months furlough with .his
mother, Mrs. Mayme Scearce and
his wife in Fulton before leaving
for duty in Korea.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Johnson of
Telephone 51
St. Louis, Mo. spent the weekend
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Johnson.
Year Plivorita Bevanyges
Mr. Neil Kerwin of Chicago, Ill. LETS HAVE A PARTY
%aural*
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mts. Rob. Johnson.
VT
We are sorry to hear Guy Johnson is in Hillview Hospital in FulWINES tiij:
is aimed at encouraging as large a
ar,LIQUORS
turnout as possible. Ballots may be
mailed or delivered to the county
40-44 Ulm Strad
ASC Office, but not later than Most complete stock in
West Kentucky
Fulton, Ky.
September 30.

Any Fulton County wool or
lamb producer who has not received a ballot for voting in the
referendum this September on the
lamb and wool marketing development program should obtain one at
the county Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Office in
ickman, Ky., Chairman Bard of
the ASC committee advises.
Ballots have been mailed to all
producers who have been receiving •
payments under the wool and lamb
payment program. Any producer
not receiving a ballot should get in
touch with the county office.
As large a vote as possible is
desired in the referendum. Chairman Bard pointed out. The vote
will determine whether or not deductions will continue to be made
from payments under the wool incentive program. The funds obtained are used by the American
Sheep Producers Council, Inc., an
organization of sheepmen, to conduct a program of advertising,
promotion, and related market development activities on lamb and
wool under an agreement with the
Secretary of Agriculture. Deductions have been at the rate of 1
cent per pound from shorn wool
payments and 5 cents per hundred-weight from unshorn lamb
payments since 1955. Deductions
under the three-year extension of
the agreement would not exceed
these rates.
Ballots may be voted any time
during the entire month of September. The long period of voting
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HIRAM WALKER'S
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The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Trim
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.

Fulton

Walker's Gin
$1.20

•$ 3.75 Fifth

• 90 Proof
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Miss Mary Katherine McNatt
Mrs.Jackson
Becomes Bride Of Kenneth Alford Injured In
Auto Accident

In an impressively beautiful
candlelight ceremony solemnised
on Sunday afternoon, August 16,
Miss Mary Katherine McNatt,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
McNatt of Route 4, Fulton, became the bride of Kenneth Waterson Alford, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Alford of Dyersburg.
The double-ring ceremony was
performed at the Hillcrest Baptist Church in the presence of
a large assembly of relatives and
friends with the Rev. R. H. Dills,
church pastor, officiating.
A program of nuptial musk
was presented by Miss Carolyn
Jones, organist, and Mr. Larry
Prince, vocalist.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was a picture of
beauty in her gown of imported
white chantilly lace over satin
designed with a square neck and
the fitted princes style bodice
fell into a floor length gown
over a perior skirt. Long fitted
sleeves buttoned from the elbow
and terminated into petal points
over the hands. She wore white
satin pumps. Her wore white
satin pumps. Her only jewelry
was a single pearl on a gold
chain, a gift of the groom.
Her doubler-tiered waist-length
veil of misty illusion was held
in place by a crown of lace,
trimmed with seed pearls. She
carried a bridal bouquet fash-

We have complete stocks

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
HENN= ELECTRIC
PHONE 2U1
FULTON

Dewey Johnson
An typeset litmnranco
SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering averythhte
422 Lake St.
Fulton. Ky.
Phone 4411

Washed
Tested •
r to fire
furnace.

ioned of is purple throated white
orchid centered on a white Bible
and showered with tube-roses,
tied with white satin streamers.
The Bible was a gift from the
maid of honor.
The bride's stater, Miss Franke
McNatt, was maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Miss Carolyn
Campbell
and
Miss Sandra
Bivens.
Mr. Lester Alford attended
his son as best man. Groomsmen were Mr. Joe Hall, Mr.
Bobby Summar, and Mr. Jerome
Sanders.
Immediately following the
ceremony the bride's parents entertained with a reception in
the church dining room for
members
of
the
immediate
families and friends.
Following the reception the
couple left for a southern honeymoon trip. For travelling the
bride chose a navy blue silk suit
styled with a fitted jacket add
flared peplin featuring a standup collar. She carried a black
patent pursse and wore velite
gloves and black patent pumps.
Her jewelry consisted of a six
strand -pearl necklace and single
pearl 'earrings. She wore a Leather etip hat and the white orchid
corsage from her wedding bouquet.
After
the
honeymoon
the
couple will make their home in
Atlanta, Georgia, where Mrs. Alford is employed by Eastern
Airlines and Mr Alford will be
a senior at Georgia Tedi.

State Guild
Retreat At Berea
On September 12-13 the annual
State Christian Women's Fellowship Guild Retreat for employed
women of the Christian Churches
of Kentucky will be held in the
Danforth Chapel at Berea College,
Berea, Kentucky.
The two day meeting which
will begin at 2:00 p. m. (CDT).
Saturday, is under the direction of
the State Guild Committee composed of Miss Elizabeth Watson.
Chairman, Paris; Miss Joaquin
Seltzer, Paducah; Mrs. Elizabeth
Rogers, Princeton; Mrs. Hiram
Morgan. Elizabethtown; Mrs. William G. Hiles. Lexington; Mrs.
John L. Mains. Maysville, and Mrs.
D. D. Dugan, Lexington.

Tolkophon•
Talk
by

HAROLD WILEY
Your Telephone Manager

L CO.
51
Haven't,.

a Street
Ky.

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE the old-fashioned sound el
the school bell ringing to remind us that hundreds ot our
well-scrubbed, bright-faced youngsters will once more be
crossing streets or waiting for rides. So let's all remember
our "driving manners" and heed the traffic safety rules
of school zones and bus signs.
• •

•

OTHER BELLS are ringing more
often during the busy tall season
too — telephone bells. Most folks
have learned how easy and fast It
is
to shop by phone. In fact, there's
C3
a growing new class of consumers
in the country — women who've
learned how much time they save
when they order by phone. So,
when you're at your busiest with
"things to do" piling up all around, let your telephone
work for you. It'll save you lots of time and steps and
doesn't cost any more whether you make one call or a
hundred (in town, of course).
• • •

AND BY THE WAY, to make your telephone shopping
easier, don't forget the Yellow Pages are a handy guide
for the goods and services you want.
•

•

•

AND LADIES, here's something made to order for you.
I'm sure you'll enjoy our new 15-minute technicolor film,
"Plan for Pleasant Living"— a room-by-room tour of an
Idea-filled home, designed and furnished in cooperation
with GOOD HOUSEKEEPING.
It'll give you a hatful of wonderPLAN FOR
ful ideas for any decorating you're
PLEASANT
planning this fall. Just call our busiLIVING
ness office and we'll arrange a showing at your next woman's club meeting, PTA meeting, or other get-together. It'll he cnmething ne,,, and
interesting, and therc's

Mrs. Betty Jackson, 26, of Water
Valley, Route 1, received a leg
injury Monday, Aug. 31, when her
car door was knocked shut and
locked on her leg.
Mrs. Jackson was admitted to
Fulton Hospital.
The accident occurred in the
following manner. J. 0. Lewis of
Fulton was attempting to back out
of a parking place in front of the
City National Bank. A car next
to his was parked crooked and
Mr. Lewis saw that he could not
get out. He applied his brakes. His
foot slipped off the brake and
must have hit the accelerator.
1
Mr. Lewis' car hit another, unoccupied and owned by Mrs. Kellie
French. Her car hit the Jackson
vehicle as Mrs. Jackson was getting out the door. Mrs. Jackson's
car in turn hit one belonging to
Clyde Williams, Sr., City National
Bank president.

DEATHS
Alvis Osborne
Alvis Taylor Osborne, 59, native
of Fulton, who returned to his
hometown to live following his retirement in Tuckahoe, N. Y. died
Saturday morning at 6:15 a. m. at
the Kennedy Hospital in Memphis
after an illness of two weeks.
Mr. Osborne was born in Fulton
on November 11, 1899, but moved
away while he was in school. Following his retirement in the advertising business in New York,
he moved back here, with his
family, and purchased the Sundwick residence at 407 Laurel in
July.
He was married to Miss Elizabeth Davis on July 15, 1950. They
have two sons, Philip and Russell.
Other survivors include a brother, Robert Osborne of Kings
Mountain, N. C. and a sister Mrs.
Vola Smith of Memphis.
He attended the First Methodist
Church here.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at 4 o'clock at the Whittle' Funeral
Home
Chapel
with the Rev. J. L. Leggett officiating. Burial was in Fairview
Cemetery.

Sublette Named
Traffic Manager

Shorter Duck
Season Announced
A shorter duck season with a
bag limit of four and a possession
limit of eight after two or more
days of hunting has been announced for Kentucky shooters by Minor
Clark, Commissioner of the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Kentucky had a choice, under
the framework of the waterfowl
seasons as set up by the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, of a 40-day
season with the same bag and possession limit of last year or a 50is a graduate of Fulton High
School and Murray State College.
Mr. Sublette is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. E. W. Sublette of Fulton.
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day season with a reduction of the
bag limit to three per day and a
possession limit of six after two or
more days of hunting. The shorter
season was decided on after Ken-

tucky hunters and the Fish and
Wildlife Commissioners expressed
their desire for such a season.
Clark said. .
00 TO CHURCH SUNDAY

Seed For FallSowing
Mr. Farmer: come to A. C. Butts and Sons for
the fall seed you need. You know that you can depend on us.
Fescue

Red Top

Timothy

Orchard Grass
Rye grass
Ladino and White Dutch Clover
Crimson and Red Clover
Wheat
Barley
Balbo Rye
Seed Oats

Thomas Sublette
D. P. Jones, Jr., District Traffic
Manager, recently announced the
promotion of Thomas H. Sublette
to Traffic Manager in the Danville
grits Semi
District of Southern Bell Telekineseg doer
phone & Telegraph Company.
low down paymene
ark
and Eray Terms
A native of Fulton, Mr. Sublette began his career with Southern Bell in Louisville in 1956. He BENNETT ELECTRIC

AC•fiat.c717d SM.
East State Line

Phone 202

Ira Puckett
Ira Puckett, native of the Water
Valley community. died Saturday
morning at 2:34 at a Detroit hospital following an illness of several
months. He was a brother of Carl
Puckett of this city. He was 47.
He was born near Water Valley
and was the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Grundy Puckett. He was
a painter in Detroit.
He leaves his wife. Mrs. Fannie
Puckett; two sons, Leon and Ray
Puckett of Detroit; a daughter,
Mrs. Connie Schwartz, of Ohio;
five brothers, Carl Puckett, Fulton,
Woody Puckett, Magnolia, Ark.,
Jewell Puckett, Detroit, Boyd
Puckett, New Orleans, Norman
Puckett, Detroit; two sisters, Miss
Violet Puckett of Detroit and Mrs.
Tiny Leath of Gary, Ind.
Mrs. Carl Puckett is in Detroit
and her husband left Sunday to
attend the funeral.

Paul Bell
Services for Paul Bell, 37, employee of the Henry I. Siegel Factory in Fulton, who died at Jones
Hospital Thursday at 3 p. m., were
held Saturday morning at 10, at
the Assembly of God Church in
South Fulton. The Rev. George
Hutchinson, assisted by the Rev.
Kenneth R. Beecham, pastor of the
Church of God, officiated. Burial
was in Camp Beauregard Cemetery, under direction of Jackson
Brothers Funeral Home of Dukedom.
Mr. Bell was born in Paragould,
Arkansas.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Mary
Lois Bell; his mother, Mrs. Betty
Crider Bell of Chicago; a son, Donald Gene Bell of Fulton; a daughter, Miss Betty Sue Bell of Fulton;
two brothers, Walter Bell of South
Fulton and Sam Bell of Chicago;
four sisters, Mrs. Lettie Lee McDowell of Fresno, Calif., Mrs.
Lucille Barber of South Fulton,
Mrs. Eletha Rule of Chicago and
Mrs. Mildred Stafford of Chicago.
WEEKEND VISITOR
A/2c Cleo McClanahan Jr. of
Shaw Air Force Base, S. C., spent
the Labor day weekend visiting
his wife and daughter, Marilyn
and Nancy McClanahan, and other
relatives in Fulton.

Aecurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Thus
nese' of AU Kinds Aeoninlay Repaired at Low Oast

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Fulton's Favorite Newspaper-by-mail

The News
is also available now at fourteen different locations conveniently
located around Fulton.
"All the local news of Fulton and its
trade area neatly summed up in one
big paper each week."
This week and every week, THE
NEWS is on sale at:
Edmond's Popcorn Stand
Evans Drug Store
Fulton News Stand
Smith's Cafe
Derby Cafe
The Coffee Shop
Rogers Grocery
Puckett Service Station
South Side Drug
Fulton Hospital
Hillview Hospital
Jones Hospital
Neighborhood Grocery
The News Office

DON'T MISS AN ISSUE - - - "if it
happens in the Ken-Tenn area, you'll
read all about it in THE NEWS".
On sale at all newsstands each Wednesday evening: 10c copy
Delivered to your mailbox each Thursday morning:$2per year

The Fulton County News
Printers -- Publishers Rubber Stamps -- Engraving -- Bookbinding
Telephone 470
209 Commercial Avenue
wafts..
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CLASSIFIED IDS

Arriving Daily!
Jackets—Sweaters-Sport Shirts by
McGREGOR
A famous name in
Sportswear
Found in Fulton at

ALL KINDS OP KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
When it's

Real Estate in Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W.BURROW

Grisham - Butterworth
Men's Apparel

Phone 81

309 Walnut

Farm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans

HELP WANTED - A maid to work
at the Park Terrace Motel. Call
214.

Give YOUR home a
LIFT FOR LIFE with a
YORK HEAT PUMP
One compact unit heats and cools
automatically, using only outside
air and electricity. Heats without
fire, fumes or smoke; needs no
floor space. 40 other great advantages!

SPECIALIZED SERVICE
Phone 560

I AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the opoetunit/ to show you our beautiful line ot memorials. Tom
Hales, Fulton; phone 1/111.
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Calcivgail Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 874.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
MEN'S RED WING work shoes
and summer boots $5.95 to
$19.95. Free can of leather preserver with each pair bought at
Forrester's Shoe Shop, 212
Main.

Mrs. Ray Miller left Tuesday
NEED a good used car, for Detroit, for a visit with her
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick h a s sister Mrs. J. M. Herring and
them! See Ellis, Harold, Barney brother Paul Holland.
or Dan today.
Mrs. Faye Ann Kanske from
MECHANICS needed: good salary.
Detroit, Mich. also visited in the
ChevTaylor
to
person
Apply in
Bill Holland horne over the
rolet-Buick, Fourth Street, Fulweekend, she is a niece of Mrs.
ton, Ky.
Joe Holland of Detroit.
TV ANTENNAS: We install—
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Cash of
trade—repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes Louisville, Ky. were visitors
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television over the weekend with their
parents, the Holland family in
FOR THE BEST Deal OD Office Fulton and the Cash family in
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker. Fancy Farm.
See James 0. Butts at The
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-DI Office Outfitters,
AUCTION SALE
Phone 574. We trade for your
Old equipment
Saturday, September 12

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

Ruth Byars. Owner

BEST

Dukedom, Tenn-

and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Fultm

Church Street

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

Atkins, Holman
and Fields
—Insurance--

List your
Farm and town Property
vrith the

Fulton Real Estee Co.
See them when you want

Authorized Motorola and RCA
Service; we repair all makes.

M & W Appliances

to BUY OR SELL

203 Main St

Phone 5

(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)

Phone 126
215 Main
Fulton, Ky.
Statesman Gold Label

BALER TWINE

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone TU 59404

(knotlesa)

(Complete stock)

FARMITO

Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Snecial orders

Baler twine _
$6.50 BUNDLE
Unico Premium and
Statesman Gold Label

FLOWERS

BINDER TWINE
25c Pound

For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards

Fulton Co-Operative

RYTEX "Personalised"
Stationer,

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Ye

S. Fulton

RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Ron-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103

Have You Ever Known Someone Who Has Had Their
Health and Accident Polley
Cancelled Became of Change
In Thdr Physical Condition?

Phone 00-.1

Fulton

lin.Eva R. Gafford

Frances Parr Named
In Beauty Competition
Miss Frances (Sugar) Parr, a
senior at South Fulton High
School, was recently selected as
second alternate in the "Miss
Obion County Fair" competition in
Union City. Miss Parr, the daughter of Supt. and Mrs. C. D. Parr.
was also recently chosen "Miss
Willow Plunge," and was voted
"Most Popular Girl" at South Fulton High School last year.

5.55 rULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD. KY.

GILLUM
I TRANSFER CO.

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance ces
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 8 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

Wick Smith Agency
CALL 62 — 10

A real buyl Hundreds of firm,
resilient springs, Sanitized COYer•
and pre-buift border looks the
Super Sleep an outstanding bargain. Compare with those costing
fuH or twinSmooth-top or
520.00more.
whist

MMOIMS
eoloavot6
Yes, Simmons shopped and
compared. They asked professional shoppers to buy nationally-known mattresses from
$59.50 to $79.75. An independent testing company
opened and compared them,
feature by feature, with these
Simmons specials. Result: Simmons mattresses had features
equal or superior to mattresses
costing $20.00 more! So check
the chart below...

can save your
time 8 8 and
your money!
--SCIAMONS
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PAUL CATES,
Phone 153, or write Hex 147,
Fulton. Ky.

SALE

NAM NAND MC* MAIO MAIO IMAMS
•
s
a
II
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C
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MAIMS

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. cRorr,
owner and operator.
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next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

Phone 345
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HOMES FOR SALE
214 Central Avenue, two bedrooms, storm doors and windows.
Close to town and South Fulton School. $1500.00 down, payments
of only $44.00 per month, pays your insurance and taxes. Total

SIMMONS
Slmcopedic

MATTRESS

price $6800.00.
411 Williams Street South Fulton. Nice hvo bedroom home, one
half block from South Fulton School. $1650.00 down and payments of only $52.00 per month, which ,includes Insurance and
taxes, puts you in this well located property. Total Price 27800.00.
On Collingwood,-close to South Fulton School, nice small two
bedroom home. $125th00 down and payment of only $42.00 per
month, which includes Insurance and taxes. Total price $7,000.00.
On Norman Street, in East Fulton, real close to town. This is a
8 room brick dwelling on small lot. Total price $5,000.00.

$

spring
hos
A21.
9
$40.”

Awake without aches. 312 firm,
body-supporting springs sleep
you in comfort. long-wsoring
Sanitized cover, pre-built border,
and twice the normal fresh air
vents. Smooth top Of tufted, full
or twin size.

from City limits, located in Obion County. Total price $6500.00.
All conveniences, including TVA. Good well.
In Covington Addition, two bedrooms, nice yard, beautiful
shrubby. This is a well kept home, located on paved street, close
to H. I. Siegel new plant. Has F. H. A. Loan that can be assumed
with no loan expense $2500.00 down and payments of only $53.45

Tom or
Fulton H
their 19:
Queen ar
will forr
i
game
cheerlead
fire deo+
Units
semble
plant on
8:30, thi
Lake Si
Church, I
Street, a:
oriel Ste
The q
Psol'eamog..

""".
39
$39.11

Ask Your National Travelers
Insurance Agents About Their
Hospitalisation and Disability
Policies With Special Renewal Agreement

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street

T;

MATTRESS

Bring your repair jobs to

BOB HYLAND,
Phone 1135, or write Box 315,
Fulton, Hy.

In commenting upon overbuilding, Mr. Crockett said, "We would
construct • three phase voltage of
approximately 13,300 or a 7,200
volt single phase distribution system, picking up those customers
who prefer our service to KU's, as
our service is estended to their
premises." He added that once
WCMES started over-building, it
would not be economically practical to purchase any of the existing
KU system at any price since it
would not be feasible for us to
operate in this municipality on
two distribution voltages."

SIMMONS
supfirskmp

DON'T LET THIS HAPPEN
TO YOU.

6 acres and home large enough for lots of kids. Just 3 miles

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALUNG COLLECT

"We are asking KU to give all
possible consideration to our offer," Mr. Crockett stated. He added that overbuilding "would involve more expense to our cornpany and would mean the virtual
loss of its property values to KU."
(Overbuilding would mean the
construction of parallel power

Miss Grace Barnes
Miss Grace Barnes, 59, lifelong resident of Water Valley
and teacher in Fulton and Hickman county schools for many
years, dieo at 1 a. m. Sunday at
the Fulton Hospital following a
stroke on Saturday morning.
Miss Barnes was stricken while
working in the yard at her home
at Water Valley early Saturday
and was admitted to the Fulton
hospital in a critical condition
about 8:30 a. m.
She was born in Graves County, July 24, 1899 and had lived
In Water Valley all of her life
For many years she had been
a teacher at Hickman and later
at Clinton, where she was employed at the time of her death.
Funeral services were held
Monday at 2 p. m. at the Whitnet Funeral Home chapel with
the Rev. Alfred Maloney officiating. Burial was in the Water
Valley cemetery.
Pallbearers were: Fred Stokes,
Hugh Pigue, Charles Haskel,
Cliff Williams, Bernie Barnes
and Jack Coltharp.
Survivors include an uncle,
Karl H. Barnes of Nashville; a
niece, Mrs. Robert Gary of Fort
Worth, Texas; a nephew. William
E. Barnes of Huntsville, Ala.;
Mrs. Paul E. Barnes of Paducah,
Mrs. P. A. Barnes of DeSoto, Mo.,
and Mrs. Jake Barnes of HopKinsville are sisters-in-law of
the deceased
She was a communicant of
Trinity Epsicopal Church here.

lines throughout the South Fulton area.)

give a reply to the WCMES offer
by September 10. It added that
should such a reply not be forthcoating hr that date, or should it
appear that negotiations are not
well on their way to a successful
conclusion, WCMES would be
compelled to start over-building
the present KU system.

SAMOS,C0,111
Ohm.akkamat
IMOOM TOP 011
TIMM
Wanks a/ monk.
POMMY teem.

Union City

$7.25 BUNDLE

SOUTHERN STATES

THINGS NEW: New redi-wear
ties solve the "notty" problem—the really-new readytied neckwear at $1 each. New
washable television and house
slippers solve the sanitary
problem. New Flex -0- Lite
shoes and boots, made under
new process 82, solve the
comfort problem. New things
at The Edwards Store, Mayfield, Ky.

WE RENT - - - -

Long Terms-Easy Payments

NEW PICTURE TUBES
No money down
Monthly terms

LOST: Pair of men's glasses
with clip-on sun glasses attached, in front of Gardner's
Studio Saturday afternoon. If
found, phone 580. Reward.

FOR

FARM LOANS

Mrs. Jewell, Mrs.
Matheny Honored

Mrs. Leland Jewell and Mrs.
by
Mrs. Eva R. Gafford, widow of Marion Diatheny were honored
Carter Gafford, 155 Burns Ave- their Birthday Club at a dinnerThursnue, died at 9 a. m. Sunday, party at the Park Terrace
o'clock. Hostess
September IS, 1959 at the Jones day evening at 8
evening was Mrs. Ray CarHospital following a long illness. for the
ver.
She was 71 years old.
Born April 27, 1888 in Weakley
WSCS —
County, Tenn., she was the
Continued from Page One
daughter of the late Robert L.
gular board meetings in the latter
and Mary I.. Bruce Rogers. Survivors include a daughter, part of each month. In view of
Mrs. Jack Graves of Fulton and this fact, WCMES stated that it
a son, Roger R. Gafford, U. S. feels that KU should be able to
Army; two brothers, Lubie Rogers of Tampa, Fla., Jess Rogers
of Detroit; two us' ?rs, Mrs.
Namile Brady of Fulton, Mrs.
Gertrude Brewer, Memphis; five
grandchildren, Jackie and Jane
Graves of Fulton, Linda May,
Cheryl Diane and Roger Gary
Gafford.
Funeral services were held at
2 p. m. Monday at the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel, with Rev.
Charles Roe, pastor of the First
Christian Church officiating Burial was in Oak Grove Cemetery,
under the direction of Hornbeak
Funeral Home.

Household furniture including
refrigerator, gas range, etc.

For The

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

TV SERVICE
Pickup and delivery

DEATHS

Beginning at lie p. as.

FREE PARKING!

Central Ave.

Mrs. Jack Wooten of Warren
Michigan spent the weekend in
Fulton visiting her mother Mrs.
L. H. Kirby on Vine it.

IF YOU

—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times

111 E. State Line

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Holland and
children Lorrie and Gregg of
Detroit, Michigan were weekend
visitors in the home of his parents Mr. and Mrs. Bill Holland.
Tuesday
home
returned
Joe
morning, but Mrs. Holland and
children, stayed for a longer
vbdt

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
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per month, which includes Insurance and Taxes. Total price
$9,250.00.

WICK SMITH AGENCY
FOR LESS
REAL ESTATE
IN Hesse
62 mi.

INSURANCE

'TOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
,PHONE 185
WALNUT STREET
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